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BY BIL L BOAR D STAF F
Noah Assad, Bad Bunny’s longtime manager, has
helped the Puerto Rican superstar conquer the world
without compromising — or losing his independent
streak — which puts him atop Billboard’s annual list of
executives leading the charge within the genre.
Last September, in the thick of the pandemic, Bad
Bunny livestreamed a performance from atop a flatbed
truck decked out like a subway car that meandered
through the streets of New York, thrilling fans and
puzzling pedestrians all the way from Yankee Stadium, in the Bronx, to the Harlem Hospital Center.
Over 10 million viewers watched the Univisionproduced show stream on its Uforia platform, as well
as Bad Bunny’s YouTube channel. And like so many
things Bad Bunny does — including surprise-releasing
albums — the spectacle came with little warning,
capturing the sense of spontaneity and fun that are
central to the chart-topping artist’s appeal.
That approach has been the hallmark of Bad Bunny’s manager, Noah Assad, since they started working
together in 2016. “Our day-to-day is we go eat, we
share, we laugh, and, all of a sudden, we go into work
mode,” says Assad, 31. “We brainstorm, and if the idea
comes, it comes. We take everything a day at a time.

TOTAL
IMMERSION

We don’t treat it as rocket science.”
This nonchalant demeanor belies the meticulous
planning that goes into pulling off their vision — and
the unimpeachable results. In the past two years, Bad
Bunny has become the most successful Latin artist
in the world and Spotify’s 2020 most streamed artist
globally in any language. He was Billboard’s top Latin
artist of the year, according to MRC Data, and last
December, El Último Tour del Mundo became the
first all-Spanish album to top the Billboard 200 in
the chart’s 63-year history. Prior to that, the highestcharting Spanish album was his YHLQMDLG, which
debuted at No. 2 in March 2020.
Read the full profile on Assad here.
Alejandro Duque
President, Warner Music Latin America
Gabriela Martínez
GM, Warner Music Latina
Ruben Abraham
VP marketing, Warner Music Latina
Txema Rosique
VP A&R, Warner Music Latina
Hector Rivera
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VP A&R, Warner Music Latina
Duque became head of Warner Music
Latin America (after Iñigo Zabala stepped
down) as Warner bet big on developing
talent in hot genres through its partnership
with Rancho Humilde, with artists Junior
H and Natanael Cano debuting at No. 1
on the Regional Mexican Albums chart.
Warner Music Latina and Warner Records
jointly signed an exclusive deal with Puerto
Rican phenom Myke Towers and his indie
label, Whiteworld Music, and Warner Music
Latina also signed Venezuelan rising star
Micro TDH. Meanwhile, longtime Warner
Music Latina act Justin Quiles continued
charting with tracks like “Jeans” and “Loco,”
from his new album that was released in
August.
The power of Latin music, in a
word: “Boundless” - Duque
Jesús López
Chairman/CEO, Universal Music Latin
America & Iberian Peninsula
Angel Kaminsky
President, Universal Music Latin
Salomón Palacios
Senior vp marketing and strategy, Universal
Music Latin
Skander Goucha
Executive vp e-commerce, business development and digital, Universal Music Latin
America & Iberian Peninsula
Antonio Silva
Managing director, Fonovisa Disa USA/Mex-

ico; management, Fonovisa Disa/Universal
Music Latin Entertainment
Elsa Yep
CFO/executive vp operations, Universal Music Latin America & Iberian Peninsula
Under Jesús López, chairman/CEO at
Universal Music Latin America and Iberian
Peninsula, the company’s urban-leaning acts
continue to chart throughout the globe, fluidly crossing barriers of language and genre.
While J Balvin and fellow Colombian
Karol G may be Universal Latin’s most
prominent success stories — Karol G
scored her first No. 1 on Top Latin Albums with KG0516, the biggest week, by
units, for a female-led album on the chart
since 2017 — López says the company still
thinks locally “so that our artists keep expanding their music outside their countries
of origin.”
Via streaming, some of Universal’s brightest and youngest stars — including Colombia’s Sebastian Yatra (managed by Universal-owned GTS); Puerto Rico’s Jhay Cortez,
Guaynaa and Feid; and Mexico’s Christian
Nodal and Danna Paola — have done just
that, achieving revenue-generating stardom. Regional Mexican labels Fonovisa and
Disa also revamped their rosters with new
signings such as Adriel Favela and his label,
Esperanto, and Colombians Yeison Jiménez
and Nabález.
And even as their touring was sidelined,
legacy artists continued recording. “We are

very proud of the achievements by artists
who have created and released music during
the pandemic, such as Juanes, Gloria Trevi,
Alejandro Fernández, Alejandro Sanz and
David Bisbal, among others,” says López.
As of Aug. 12, Universal’s U.S. label market
share, including Disa and Fonovisa, stood at
24.65%, while as a distributor, it gobbled up
a 36.83% market share, including the 5.73%
share of Universal Music Group-owned distributor Ingrooves, according to MRC Data.
Beyond the U.S. market, executive vp
e-commerce, business development and
digital Skander Goucha led the expansion
of Universal’s e-commerce business across
Latin America and Iberia, and Universal
now has direct-to-consumer operations in
Brazil, Mexico and Spain, with more countries to launch this year. And CFO/executive
vp operations Elsa Yep was instrumental in
the launch of Virgin Music in Latin America,
bringing that iconic brand to the region.
Afo Verde
Chairman/CEO, Latin-Iberia, Sony Music
Entertainment
Alex Gallardo
President, U.S. Latin, Sony Music Entertainment
Maria Fernandez
COO/executive vp, Latin-Iberia, Sony Music
Entertainment
Herb Payán
Senior vp digital strategy and auxiliary revenue, Latin-Iberia, Sony Music Entertainment
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GRUPO FIRME
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13th, Billboard will celebrate
Grupo Firme 10th year Anniversary career.
Regional Mexican breakout band Grupo Firme
continues to sell out arenas across the country
and break ticket box office records. The
seven-member ensemble from Tijuana
recently completed a seven-show run at
Staples Center in Los Angeles, making them the
only concert headliner to play that number of
shows in a two week run during the arena’s
22-year history, according to box office
archives. Founded by Edwin Caz chart-topping
Grupo Firme has become one of the leading
Mexican bands, winning multiple awards and
honors.
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Join Billboard in congratulating Grupo Firme on
their remarkable career over the past 10 years
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BOYARSKI FRITZ LLP
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13, 2021, Billboard will celebrate
Boyarski Fritz LLP on its 10th anniversary.
Boyarski Fritz LLP was founded in 2011 by two
longtime multi-industry veterans, Jason Boyarski
and David Fritz, who sought to bring an
entrepreneurial spirit, a boutique-oriented feel and
a roll-up-your-sleeves approach to entertainment
law. With many years of experience at big music
and media companies, the founders created a
practice that fostered meaningful advisory
relationships, while also playing a crucial role in the
decisions, welfare and health of their clients’
businesses. Their mantra was to promote, preserve
and protect creativity and innovation.
A decade later, with offices on two coasts, the
firm’s mission is still vibrant, transforming its role
beyond that of a traditional legal advisor into one
of a career-spanning teammate. The firm has
earned industry-wide recognition, including
multiple Top Music Lawyer honors by Billboard, and
has been cited as industry experts amongst many
leading publications including The New York Times,
Time Magazine and The Hollywood Reporter.

Well-rooted in deal-making and transactions
across many platforms, the firm’s practice today
includes hundreds of diverse clients including
Grammy Award winners, Fortune 500 companies,
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame inductees, chart-topping
recording artists, producers and songwriters,
Emmy Award winners, industry-leading music
and management companies, headline-making
celebrities and award winning technology
companies.
Please join Billboard in congratulating Boyarski
Fritz LLP’s 10th Anniversary.
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to find their own sound and take a chance.
There is always room to stay in a certain
genre but making it [in] your own way.” Reyes
Tomas Cookman
CEO, Industria Works/Nacional Records
Cookman’s company includes a record
label, artist-services platform Industria
Works and a management division working to create a “new generation of future
classics,” he says, citing recent signees in
Spain including Love of Lesbian, Mala
Rodriguez (who just released a best-selling
memoir), Paula Cendejas and Fuel Fandango. The company’s catalog stream volume
has doubled since January, he reports, and
Cookman oversaw the 22nd edition of the
annual Latin Alternative Music Conference,
held virtually for a second consecutive year
in May, with sponsorships doubling year
over year. “We continue hiring and not firing,” he says.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “To find ways to be a dominant and
constant part of the global music business
so that Latin music is not in the midst of yet
another ‘Latino explosion’ with an everchanging expiration date.”
Ángel del Villar
Founder/CEO, DEL Records
Del Villar, 41, recently signed DEL Records’ next promising stars, Los del Limit
and Panchito Arredondo, and continues celebrating the successes of Eslabón Armado
and Lenin Ramirez: the former for earning its fourth No. 1 on the Regional Mexican
Albums chart in less than 13 months and
the latter for his viral Grupo Firme-assisted
hit, “Yo Ya No Vuelvo Contigo.” Eslabón
Armado also nabbed top Latin albums artist
of the year duo/group at the 2021 Billboard
Music Awards, “an unprecedented accomplishment for a completely new regional
Mexican band,” says del Villar.
The power of Latin music, in a word:
“Unstoppable”
Victor González
President, Virgin Music Latin America &
Iberian Peninsula
This February, Universal Music Group
relaunched Virgin Music as a global label
and artist services company, with González
taking the helm for Latin America. In a

22-year-career with UMG, he was most
recently president of Universal Music Latin
Entertainment. With his new role, he highlights the success of Virgin’s latest viral TikTok hit from Gera MX and Christian Nodal,
“Botella Tras Botella,” which debuted at
No. 1 on Spotify’s Global Songs Debut chart
and No. 3 on Hot Latin Songs, and reached
No. 60 on the Billboard Hot 100 — the first
regional Mexican title to reach the all-genre
chart in its 63-year history.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Logistics for Latinos during the
pandemic. Minorities in the U.S. didn’t get
enough support. Many of their territories of
origin lacked access to vaccines, so COVID-19 will last longer for these communities.”
Jimmy Humilde
Founder/CEO, Rancho Humilde
Jimmy Humilde’s first foray into the
music business was in 1993, when he was 14
years old and organizing neighborhood parties in his friends’ backyards in Los Angeles.
That entrepreneurial, DIY approach continued with his launch of Rancho Humilde,
the independent promotion company and
label, which he runs with business partner José Becerra and CFO Roque Venegas.
Informed by crowd reaction to live performances, Humilde has signed mostly local,
underground regional Mexican acts since
2011, fueling their success with a nontraditional digital marketing approach that
initially didn’t rely on radio or TV.
Things really clicked in 2019 when Humilde tapped into a wave of acts like Fuerza
Regida and Natanael Cano, who mixed
traditional corridos with rap and trap. Those
artists effectively ushered in a new subgenre
of Mexican music that found wide acceptance with a young generation of bilingual,
bicultural listeners — and helped redefine
regional Mexican music.
In October 2020, Humilde broadened his
horizons and partnered with Warner Music
Latina in a distribution and development
deal where Atlantic Records is a “key ally,”
he says. The goal is to create a global market
for a genre that carries “regional” in its very
name. (Humilde doesn’t care for the term.)
“I am grateful that our Latin artists are
finally competing with the Anglo market,”

says Humilde, “and I want to thank all my
colleagues for bringing our music to the
next level.”
Rancho Humilde has consistently sent
titles to No. 1 on the Regional Mexican
Albums chart, including releases by Alta
Consigna in 2017, Legado 7 in 2018 and Cano
in 2019 and 2021. The label kept that streak
alive when newcomers Porte Diferente
debuted in the top spot for the week ending
Oct. 9, 2020. Meanwhile, Cano’s catalog
has generated 797,000 album consumption
units, and he was the third-most-consumed
Latin artist of 2020 in the United States, according to MRC Data’s 2020 midyear report.
Gustavo López
CEO, Saban Music Group
López, 48, joined the startup Saban Music
Group after a long career at Universal Music
Group. After two years, he has achieved
three No. 1s on the charts, including Chesca,
Pitbull and Frankie Valli’s “Te Quiero
Baby” — and a handful of marquee TV
appearances. Saban prides itself on global
collaborations, like Israel’s Static & Ben El
with Chesca and Pitbull, “tackling the task
of living in the Latin space, the U.S. general
market space and the international space
under one roof,” says López, who signed a
partnership in September with reggaetón
legend Don Omar.
Andrés López Quiroga
Regional director, Latin Iberia ex Brazil,
ONErpm
Digital music distributor ONErpm managed to grow during the pandemic, says
Quiroga, 51, while “making our deals more
flexible to accommodate artists and independent label needs in such hard times.”
Changes included adding new territories
and hiring experts in those countries, in
every genre and service. “We have transformed ONErpm to become a modern fullservice label, where our goal is to empower
an artist’s music through experience, expertise and transparency,” he says.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Know your rights and responsibilities.
Read your contracts before signing them.
Think of your career, not only about how
much money you are being offered.”
Joshua Mendez
Co-founder/COO, RichMusic
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Over the past year, the RichMusic roster
has expanded internationally. The Miamibased indie label, founded by father-son duo
Richard and Joshua Mendez with Joshua’s
uncle Jimmy Aquino, recently expanded
to include singer-songwriter Thyago from
Argentina and producers Animal and Symon
Dice from Colombia. Joshua also oversaw
the re-signing of Dimelo Flow and marquee
artist Sech, who renewed his multimilliondollar recording and publishing deal in May.
The company also unveiled its new Morplay
Academy facilities to help develop new talent.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “You
have to be able to write your own music and
be confident in a room full of other creatives
to stand out. Also, it’s very important to find
the right team that believes in your dreams
and shares your same goals.”
Claudia Ochoa
VP Mexico, The Orchard
Albert Torres
VP Latin, The Orchard
Laura Tesoriero
VP Latin, The Orchard
Inés Sapochnik
Director of sales and marketing, Latin, The
Orchard
The Orchard strengthened its market
share thanks to global distribution agreements with prominent labels like WK
Records (whose “Fiel” by Los Legendarios with Wisin and Jhay Cortez hit No.
1 on the Latin Airplay chart) and Rimas
Entertainment (home to Bad Bunny, whose
album El Último Tour del Mundo became
the first in Spanish to top the Billboard
200). The Orchard’s releases ran the gamut,
from Marco Antonio Solís’ comeback single,
“Se Veía Venir,” to Banda MS and Snoop
Dogg’s edgy collaboration, “Qué Maldición,”
released with partners Sony Music Mexico
and Sony Music Latin. The Sony-owned
indie distributor also welcomed key signings
including Intocable, Alemán and Mexican
hip-hop label Homegrown Mafia. “It’s been
very challenging to successfully manage
releasing massive hits and connecting with
fans without live shows,” says Ochoa, 38.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Focus on the long term and building fans. The
best thing they can do is show authenticity

through their music. Fans are looking for
deeper ways to connect to the artists they
love.” - Ochoa
Juan Paz
Managing director, ADA Latin
The nascent Latin division of Alternative
Distribution Alliance became “a key player
in the distribution business in the region”
in its first year of operation, says Paz, 48.
“We’ve secured global distribution deals
with some of the most respected labels
and artists in Latin music.” Headquartered
in Miami and operating in Latin America,
Spain and Portugal, ADA Latin’s recent
wins include global distribution deals with
DJ Toy Selectah’s Worldwide Records and
17-year-old Los Angeles fixture Cosmica
Records, as well as new signees, such as
Puerto Rican producer Eduardo Cabra,
singer-composer with the band Calle 13,
and Brazilian acts Carlinhos Brown and
Fernando & Sorocaba.
The power of Latin music, in a
word: “Richness — in culture, diversity and
flavor!”
Jason Peterson
Chairman/CEO, GoDigital Media Group
GoDigital has become deeply invested in
Latin music with Latido Music, the Mitú
network and YouTube multichannel network VidaPrimo, and it has completed the
acquisition of “one of the largest and most
culturally significant” Latin music catalogs,
says Peterson, 39, who declined to identify
the acquisition at press time. Peterson has a
budding conglomerate that also encompasses media rights manager AdShare and Cinq
Music Group, a combination distributor/
label/publisher.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Surfing. It creates such mental clarity.”
Bob Roback
CEO, Ingrooves Music Group
Distribution company Ingrooves keeps
driving success for its independent label
partners: DEL Records duo Eslabón Armado
topped the Regional Mexican Albums chart
four times in 13 months; Rich Music’s roster
earned over 2.5 billion global streams in
2020, according to Ingrooves; and Sech’s
42 peaked at No. 7 on the Top Latin Albums
chart. “We’re thrilled with the performance
of Lunay’s El Niño album, which covered

brand-new territory for the artist. Carbon
Fiber has had a great run with Milly, whose
‘No Te Enamores’ was a big hit in the U.S.
and in Latin America. We’re also proud to
be a part of the Neon16 Tainy/Yandel DYNASTY project, which has been successful
here in the U.S., but also has had great international reach in Japan, Israel, India, Egypt
and elsewhere,” says Roback.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “The increased number of releases
means it’s more important than ever to have
a solid strategy for every release. You need
to make sure your setup is flawless, and you
need to focus on your core base first before
breaking down barriers.”
Vicente Saavedra
President, Dimelo Vi
Saavedra’s Dimelo Vi label, in partnership
with Sony Music Latin, released the first
four albums from superstar Ozuna between
2017 and 2020, sending each to No. 1 on Top
Latin Albums. In May, Dimelo Vi unveiled
the first solo album from Lenny Tavárez
(of reggaetón duo Dyland & Lenny), whom
Saavedra — a self-proclaimed “nontraditional manager” — represents. “My advice to
young Latin artists would be to set priorities
in their personal life and professional career,
learn to create a balance between both and
understand they need to have constant discipline,” says Saavedra, 39, citing Tavárez as
“a great example of this.”
The song that got me through the pandemic: “Ozuna’s ‘Caramelo’ had a refreshing
sound and rhythm, which led me to clear my
mind and to not think about all the worries
brought by the pandemic.”
Luis Sánchez
President/CEO, AfinArte Music
In September 2020, Sánchez’s Los Angeles-based regional Mexican label reached a
new pinnacle when its breakout act, norteño
duo Los Dos Carnales, earned their first
No. 1 on Regional Mexican Airplay with “El
Envidioso.” “AfinArte has established itself
as a household name,” says Sánchez, 44,
whose roster also includes El Fantasma and
Voz de Mando. Despite the pandemic, the
company reached a broader audience with
virtual concerts like El Fantasma’s Tecate El
Patio concert series. “We are dedicated to
preserving the roots of regional Mexican
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music, and we are committed to ensuring that our culture gets the recognition it
deserves.”
The song that got me through the pandemic: “El Fantasma & Los Dos Carnales’
‘Cabrón y Vago.’ This song reminds us that
money is not what makes us happy, but that
the people around us are the cause of true
happiness. It’s important to remember as a
business owner.”
Nir Seroussi
Executive vp, Interscope Geffen A&M
Seroussi joined IGA in 2019 with the
intention of creating the first full-fledged
Latin operation within a major label. “This
year, we kicked everything into high gear,”
he says, launching Kali Uchis’ and Selena
Gomez’s first-ever Spanish-language albums. Uchis’ Sin Miedo (del Amor y Otros
Demonios) peaked at No. 3 on Top Latin
Albums, and includes her first solo Hot
100 hit, “telepatía,” while Gomez’s Revelación debuted at No. 1.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “If
you haven’t honed your songwriting skills,
make it your priority. Challenge yourself.
Get in rooms with writers who are better
than you. Aim to become the best writer that
you can be. It can be your most powerful
advantage or greatest weakness as an artist.
Songwriting is the one thing that never goes
out of style, and it’s more important than
ever.”
Camille Marie Soto Malave
CEO, GLAD Empire
GLAD Empire continued to release hits,
with Myke Towers and Juhn’s top 10 Hot
Latin Songs collab, “Bandido,” leading the
way with 143.2 million on-demand streams
in the United States. The company also
distributed Flow la Movie’s release of the
remix of “Travesuras” by Nio Garcia, Casper
Mágico, Ozuna, Wisin & Yandel and Towers,
which has achieved 62.3 million on-demand
streams. Beyond music, GLAD opened a
gaming center to create and monetize gaming content and expanded its Orlando, Fla.based facilities with a new media studio for
livestream concerts, podcasts and content
for its GLAD TV channel.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Read all your contracts thoroughly. If
you don’t understand the language, hire a

lawyer whom you can trust to not sell you
out for a cut of the deal.”
Henry Cárdenas
Founder/CEO, Cárdenas Marketing Network
In the first half of 2021, when few artists
and promoters were placing major tours on
sale, Cárdenas, Billboard’s 2019 Latin executive of the year, announced Marc Anthony
and Maluma arena runs, which opened in
August and September, respectively. Cárdenas also announced Bad Bunny’s 2022 tour,
which became the fastest-selling U.S. tour
since 2018. The executive believes that the
first bold move, which was then followed by
an avalanche of announcements in different
genres, represented “a big step forward for
our industry amid so much uncertainty.”
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “I
am paying close attention to budgeting and
analysis of spending to maintain financial efficiency. The silver lining in times like these
is that inefficiencies are easier to identify
and correct.”
Pablo Casals
CEO, Elite Media and Marketing
In September 2020, Casals’ Elite Media
and Marketing, which books and produces
Ozuna’s shows, launched its own independent record label, AP Global Music, with
a roster that included Fabiio, Joonti, Ache
and DVILA. But Casals, 47, is most proud of
“developing and nurturing” the company’s
breakout star, reggaetón artist Jay Wheeler,
whose “career has skyrocketed and continues to flourish,” thanks to his single “La Curiosidad,” with DJ Nelson and Myke Towers,
which peaked at No. 5 on Hot Latin Songs in
January. “He has become one of the leading
acts in urban Latin music,” says Casals.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Adapting to the reality of the moment and overcoming any obstacle that
was thrown at us is definitely a skill worth
keeping as we develop new artists and produce live concerts and tours.”
Eric Duars Pérez
CEO, Duars Entertainment
Duars Entertainment’s roster of six includes newcomer Eix and former Fifth Harmony member Ally Brooke. Most notably,
the company is behind the success of Rauw
Alejandro, who has released over 15 singles
and two studio albums, including Vice Versa,

home to the viral hit “Todo de Ti” that debuted at No. 1 on Top Latin Albums in July.
Alejandro opened an international tour in
July that includes some 50 dates, with four
sold-out shows at the Coliseum of Puerto
Rico José Miguel Agrelot among them. “As
an independent label, releasing singles and
developing their careers hasn’t been an easy
job,” says Duars Pérez, 40.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Don’t quit working and fighting for
your dreams, and do whatever is necessary
to be heard.”
Jaime González
CEO, JG Music
In April, JG Music’s marquee management client, Christian Nodal (who also
happens to be González’s son), broke a
record for most No. 1s among solo artists
on Regional Mexican Airplay with his
11th chart-topper, “Duele,” a collaboration
with Alejandro Fernández. González, 42,
also counts the May release of a joint album
between Nodal and fellow JG signee Los
Plebes del Rancho de Ariel Camacho, Recordando a una Leyenda, as a standout
moment. The tribute album honored the
late bandleader Camacho, who died in a car
accident in Sinaloa, Mexico, in 2015.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Stay
focused and consistent, keep a positive
attitude and strive to produce fresh, highquality music.”
Walter Kolm
Founder/CEO, WK Entertainment; founder/
owner, WK Records and WKMX
As the pandemic sidelined his superstar
management clients Maluma, Carlos Vives
and Wisin from arena touring — their biggest source of revenue — WK Entertainment
founder/CEO Walter Kolm took an educated gamble and started his own label, WK
Records.
“We were on track to launch a label to
develop new talent, and also, our artists
wanted to develop their own artists, parallel
to their own careers,” says Kolm. “Once the
pandemic hit, we simply shifted our focus to
the label.”
In July, WK Records celebrated its first
anniversary, having notched two No. 1 hits
on Latin Airplay with “Fiel,” from Wisin,
Los Legendarios and Jhay Cortez, and “Mi
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Niña,” with Wisin, Los Legendarios and
Myke Towers in association with Wisin’s
label, La Base. That success, says Kolm,
made it a “no-brainer” to launch his regional
Mexican music label, WKMX, in July (with
offices in Monterey, Mexico) and bring in
former Universal Music Latin marketing executive Horacio Rodríguez as WK Records’
new CEO and WK Entertainment’s new
head of music.
Today, WK is perhaps Latin music’s most
successful management company, with a
roster that also counts Emilia, CNCO and
Prince Royce among its names and a onestop shop that includes booking, promotion,
branding and production divisions.
Kolm also oversaw the ascent of Maluma’s
“Hawái” to the top of the Global Excl.
U.S. chart and the track’s subsequent remix
with The Weeknd, in addition to negotiating lucrative deals for Maluma with brands
like Hennessy, Michelob (including a Super
Bowl commercial) and Quay.
“Our job as a company is to strengthen
and grow the artist’s brand so it doesn’t
depend on the current hit, and our success
as a company doesn’t depend on a current
hit,” he says.
Now Kolm is looking forward to his artists returning to the road. Maluma kicked off
an arena tour in September, and others are
following in the next six months. “Thankfully, we begin to see a sense of normalcy in
the very near future,” he says.
Federico Lauria
Founder/CEO, Dale Play Records and Lauria
Entertainment
For years, Lauria’s Dale Play has been
cultivating the trap music movement in
Argentina, led by the success of trap star
Duki. The label’s artists, including Bizarrap,
have become the face of the current scene.
Another triumph: Nicki Nicole was one of
the first contemporary Argentinian artists to
gain mainstream TV exposure in the United
States with an April appearance on The
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Don’t focus on numbers. Focus on
building a long-term career.”
Sergio Lizárraga
President/CEO, Lizos Music
After scoring a 2020 hit with Banda MS

and Snoop Dogg’s anthem “Qué Maldición,” which peaked at No. 4 on Hot Latin
Songs, Lizárraga pursued new territories
by launching the Room 28 label in March
to develop and manage pop and urban acts.
The company’s roster includes newcomer
Ingratax, who debuted on Billboard’s
Global Excl. U.S. chart, and Lizárraga’s own
daughter, Brianda. Earlier this year, he also
signed Spanish pop star Natalia Jiménez to
his booking agency, LM Events. “Staying relevant is challenging,” says Lizárraga. “But I
like a good challenge.”
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Doing video calls and using antibacterial gel.”
Andy Martínez
Co-founder, JAK Entertainment
Martínez, 44, put together Rapetón Approved, a joint venture between his management clients Yandel and Angel “El Guru”
Vera of the media brand Rapetón to develop
new talent. “We’ve received over 3,000
emails from new talent, and are launching the first volume of music in Q4,” says
Martínez. The Puerto Rican manager-promoter also helped develop 15-year-old salsa
star Luis Vázquez, whose single “Tu Fan”
topped Tropical Airplay, and is booking
Myke Towers’ debut tour.
The song that got me through the pandemic: “‘ADMV’ — ‘Love of My Life’ — by
Maluma. It’s my wife’s ringtone when I call
her.”
Fabio Acosta
Founder, Vibras Lab
Acosta credits his “marathon-oversprint” approach to management for recent
achievements by his star client, J Balvin.
The Latin sensation scored his 31st No. 1 on
Latin Airplay with his Skrillex collaboration, “In Da Getto,” and surpassed 30 million
subscribers on YouTube, maintaining his
reign as one of the “top 10 most streamed
artists in the world,” says Acosta. Vibras
Lab describes itself as the biggest business
management company in the Latin music
industry, with five of its clients among the
top 10 Latin artists on the planet. Its management division has grown with Cazzu,
Manuel Medrano, Cornetto, Yeison Jiménez
and Agudelo 888.
My advice to a young Latin art-

ist: “They must act as the president of their
own company. Every movement and play
they make should be very strategic.”
Nelson Díaz Martínez
Founder, Flow Music
Díaz Martínez guided the release of
Jay Wheeler’s second album, Platonicos,
through Linked Music/EMPIRE, with the
single “La Curiosidad,” with DJ Nelson and
Myke Towers, spending 39 weeks on Hot
Latin Songs. “Artists need to stay genuine
when they introduce their style,” he says.
“It’s a major key to success and making a
difference as an artist.”
The most important issue facing
Latin music: “[There are so many releases
happening] that music is not getting the
necessary attention that it needs for it to be
successful. There is a very large amount of
content being put out, and artists need to
find a way to constantly innovate.”
As touring shut down during the pandemic, Medina, 34, cultivated new revenue
streams, investing in real estate as well as
Nicky Jam’s La Industria Bakery and Cafe in
downtown Miami, which opened in April.
“It’s not enough to make good music or
good songs,” says Medina, who also manages
Manuel Turizo, ChocQuibTown and, most
recently, producer Sky. “Nowadays, you have
to be an influencer, YouTuber and content
creator all at the same time — which can be
a little hard to keep up with.”
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Cooking — and enjoying more time at
home with family and loved ones.”
Jorge “Pepo” Ferradas
CEO, FPM Entertainment
Ferradas’ new FPM Entertainment celebrated Camilo earning his fifth No. 1 on the
Latin Airplay chart with “Millones” and Nathy Peluso’s viral collaboration with Argentine artist-producer Bizzarap for his BZRP
Music Sessions series, which accrued 250
million YouTube views and nearly 140 million Spotify streams. Meanwhile, his client
Lali landed a starring role in the hit Netflix
series Sky Rojo, as did Evaluna Montaner on
Nickelodeon’s Club57.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Play
live as much as possible and understand that
what matters the most always is having the
best song possible.”
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Jorge Juárez
CEO, Westwood Entertainment
David West
Founder/chairman, Westwood Entertainment
Westwood Entertainment has not only
produced over 80 livestreams and signed
clients that include Justin Quiles (for comanagement) and Santa Fe Klan, it also
offered new business ventures to its artists,
including campaigns with brands like Michelob, Walmart and Nestlé. Other clients
landed on TV, such as Reik’s Jesús Navarro
on La Voz Colombia, Yuri on HBO’s Bake
Off Mexico and Llane on Amazon’s new
series, How to Survive Being Single, to name
a few. Amid the pandemic, “we had to diversify the business,” says Juárez.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Not being able to do shows in Latin
America and not having contact with people. Video conferences and calls will never
replace the fact of closing a deal in person
in an industry where intuition and hunches
play an important role.” - Juárez
Paula Kaminsky
Manager, Sebastián Yatra; managing director,
GTS U.S.
The post-pandemic comeback of Kaminsky’s management client Yatra has included
back-to-back hits, with his Guaynaa-assisted “Chica Ideal” and “Pareja del Año” with
Myke Towers both reaching No. 1 on Latin
Airplay. The Colombian star is currently
on the road with Ricky Martin and Enrique
Iglesias as a special guest on their joint tour.
“The return to live entertainment brings
many challenges, but strong presales prove
that fans are ready to enjoy live music again
in a big way,” says Kaminsky, who also oversees the U.S. careers of GTS acts like Mariah
Angeliq and Danny Felix.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Not wearing shoes. Or maybe I’ll have
to let that one go.”
Rebeca León
Founder/CEO, Lionfish Entertainment
León connected her marquee artist,
Rosalía, with brands like Nike and Vogue,
as well as star collaborators The Weeknd,
Billie Eilish and Bad Bunny — all “without losing primary focus on what’s been a
complex new recording process in the midst
of the pandemic,” she says. León, who was

named Billboard’s 2020 Latin executive of
the year, is also executive music producer
of a Latin-themed remake of Father of the
Bride, starring Andy García and Gloria Estefan. In addition, she manages st. Pedro and
Lunay, whose sophomore effort, El Niño,
debuted at No. 17 on Top Latin Albums in
June.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Touring is super limited, and artists
and crews haven’t been making money. And
because there are so few live shows, the rest
of the industry is off.”
Alex Mizrahi
CEO, OCESA Seitrack
Luana Pagani
President, Seitrack US
Seitrack’s star-studded management
roster has thrived despite the pandemic.
With Alejandro Fernández, Alejandro Sanz,
Los Ángeles Azules and David Bisbal on
the road, among others, Pagani says that
Seitrack is “the only Latin management
company whose artists will perform more
than 150 shows during 2021 in the United
States.” In addition, the company expanded
its roster by signing Joss Favela, Edith
Márquez and Raymix, to name a few.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Making decisions based on the things
that really matter to me as a person and a
family/team leader.” - Mizrahi
Polo Molina
Founder/CEO/artist manager, Grassroots
Music
Molina recently celebrated management
client Gerardo Ortíz’s 10th anniversary by
working with Univision on a live performance broadcast that involved “over 200
cars and Gerardo performing on a semitruck throughout the streets of Los Angeles.” Ortíz notched his 10th No. 1 on the
Regional Mexican Airplay chart last year
with “Otra Borrachera.” In addition to helping push the Black Eyed Peas and “Girl Like
Me,” with Shakira, to No. 1 on Latin Airplay
in March, Molina pulled double duty as
manager-A&R for the BEP’s upcoming album, which he says is “due in 2021/2022.”
The power of Latin music, in a
word: “Iconic”
Nelson “Polo” Montalvo
President/CEO, La Buena Fortuna Global, La

Buena Fortuna Music
Montalvo says the pandemic gave his clients time to work from home on new music
and finish pending productions. “We had a
very strong year with a lot of uncertainty,
but we had our successes,” he says. The
results? Award show nominations and wins,
including Latin Grammy triumphs for Kany
García (best singer-songwriter album) and
Pedro Capó (best pop song), plus wins for
Residente and iLe.
The song that got me through the pandemic: “‘Day by Day’ by Pedro Capó. That
song makes me think how grateful we are
to be alive and to be able to enjoy life every
day.”
Diana Rodríguez
Founder/CEO, Criteria Entertainment
Celebrating 30 years in the music industry
— and the 10th anniversary of her company,
Criteria Entertainment — Rodríguez, 50, has
recently signed new management clients,
including Mon Laferte and Nanpa Basico,
while continuing to nurture the careers of
Draco Rosa, Diamante Eléctrico and Francisca Valenzuela. But Rodríguez’s focus is on
“the uncertainty of markets like Argentina,
Chile, Colombia and Mexico due to sociopolitical or COVID-19-related matters,” as
well as oversaturation in the United States,
leading her to ask, “How do you cut through
the noise?”
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Know your market; have a strong, reliable team; commit; work hard; be constant;
be true to yourself; listen; work harder; tour;
network; and be patient. This is not a sprint
nor a marathon. It’s a decathlon.”
Michel Vega
CEO, Magnus Media
Felipe Pimiento
COO, Magnus Media
In early 2020, Magnus Media finalized a
first-look deal with Viacom International
Studios to develop two shows: animated
children’s series Gloria Wants to Know It
All and comedy series Liked, which explores
an influencer’s online persona versus her
real self. The company, founded by Vega
and Marc Anthony (who launched a 23-city
tour in August), also partnered with Sony
Music Latin to produce the forthcoming
soundtrack for the animated film Koati.
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Plus, it has developed an energy drink, OCA,
with beverage giant BELIV that “launched
nationally and internationally in several foreign countries such as Guatemala, Panama
and China,” says Vega.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Don’t let what is currently trending on
the radio determine who you are as an artist.
People want individuality. It’s better not to
fit the mold.” - Vega
Jennifer D’Cunha
Global head of Latin music, Apple Music
“Latin is now the fastest-growing primary
genre on Apple Music both here in the U.S.
and worldwide,” says D’Cunha. With her
team, she has created the Supernova playlist
to expose “risk-taking, young visionaries
currently transforming Latin music,” the
La Clika playlist for acts “who are revolutionizing Música Mexicana while drawing
inspiration from contemporary hip-hop”
and Bichota Radio on Apple Music 1, hosted
by Karol G. Meanwhile, Apple Music’s City
Charts playlists allow fans to see the top
songs “in culturally significant music markets” in over 100 cities, including Madrid;
Mexico City; Miami; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Medellín, Colombia; San Juan, Puerto
Rico; Santiago, Chile; and Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic.
Rocío Guerrero
Global head of Latin music, Amazon Music
Guerrero expanded Amazon Music’s
global reach by launching Amazon Music
LAT!N, a new destination and brand developed to celebrate the many genres and artists of Latin music. Apart from her efforts, in
April, it was announced that CMN, Amazon
Music LAT!N and Twitch have united for
the launch of ¡LatinUp!, a new content
platform. Latin music listening has grown
94% year over year on Amazon Music, the
company reports.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Dancing Zumba every morning
virtually with a group of friends. There is no
better way to start the day.”
Sandra Jimenez
Director of music partnerships, Latin
America, YouTube
Mauricio Ojeda
Manager of music label partnerships, U.S.
Latin, YouTube

AJ Ramos
Artist relations manager, YouTube Music
The introduction of YouTube Shorts
in all Latin American countries was “an
important highlight for the region,” says
Jimenez, whose team was responsible for
coordinating the rollout and educating artist
and label partners about the product. That
spells competition for TikTok: YouTube,
the world’s de facto video platform that has
about 2 billion monthly logged-in viewers, is
especially popular in Latin America.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Providing equal opportunities for
our Afro-Latino artists. With the launch of
the #YouTubeBlackVoices Fund, we were
proud to have artists in our region represented within the cohort of grantees. Artists
such as Myke Towers, Péricles, Urias, MC
Carol and RAEL received widespread partner support to help create more visibility
and growth for their channels and overall
career development.” - Jimenez
Marcos Juárez
Director of Latin music, Pandora Media
Azucena Olvera Vidaurri
Director of Latin talent and industry relations, SiriusXM and Pandora
In 2021, Pandora launched Satélites, a
new content initiative designed to “highlight the next generation of artistic protagonists and innovators throughout ‘satellite’
regions of Latin America, the U.S. and the
Caribbean like Colombia, Panamá, the
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Cuba and
Argentina,” says Juárez, 42. The streaming
service turned its El Pulso performance series into virtual events during the pandemic
and offered exclusive content from artists
like Maluma and Bad Bunny. Meanwhile, its
sister satellite radio platform, SiriusXM, has
also rapidly expanded its Latin content with
new hubs and channels.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Representation of the diversity of
Latin American culture. The more that we
truly normalize, celebrate and amplify the
diversity of our beautiful Pan-Latin American culture, the better off society will be.”
- Juárez
Mauricio Mendoza
Head of content and industry relations,
Americas, Deezer

In a competitive streaming field, Mendoza, 46, recruits stars to develop original
content that helps Deezer, an early entrant
in many Latin American countries, compete
against Spotify and Apple Music. Among
the most notable Dezeer Originals is the
podcast Atrapados, offering a “stellar cast”
of voice actors and sound design to examine
the physical and mental effects of confinement during the pandemic, says Mendoza.
For Reggaeton Acústico, a Deezer Originals
music album, Deezer created acoustic versions of hits by Camilo, Reik, TINI, Justin
Quiles and Pedro Capó. “This project proves
there are powerful voices and lyrics behind
some of today’s most popular reggaetón
songs,” he says.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “As Latin music becomes more mainstream and global, it’s also quite easy for
emerging subgenres to get grouped together
under one Latin genre, when in fact there
are so many local flavors and subgenres that
make Latin music distinct.”
Mia Nygren
Managing director, Latin America, Spotify
Juan Manuel Rótulo
Head of editorial, Latin America, Spotify
Antonio Vázquez
Head of U.S. Latin, editorial, Spotify
Spotify is “the largest driver of revenue
for the recorded-music industry in the Latin
markets,” says Nygren, 48, who oversees the
Latin American region for the streaming
platform. Rótulo’s team curates key playlists,
including Mansión Reggaetón, the regional
Mexican-focused La Reina and Brazil’s
Esquenta Sertanejo. Vázquez leads the U.S.
Latin editorial team at Spotify responsible
for playlists like ¡Viva Latino! and Baila
Reggaeton, with over 10 million followers
each. Spotify continues to bolster its Latin
footprint, with the Latin American region
now representing 22% of the streaming
service’s monthly active users and 20% of its
subscribers, while Puerto Rican superstar
Bad Bunny was the most streamed artist on
the platform in 2020, the company reports.
It was a “true testament to the power of fans
that can’t get enough of Latin music and the
muscle of Latin markets,” says Nygren.
The song that got me through the pandemic: “‘Muriendo de Envidia’ by C. Tan-
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gana [and Eliades Ochoa]. The experimental
song mixes many different sounds, just like
the pandemic, and was a huge surprise to
us all when the rules and norms changed
drastically.” - Nygren
Néstor Casonú
President, Kobalt Latin America
In recent months, Casonú has guided contract renewals for chart-topping artists such
as Carlos Vives, Ozuna and, most recently,
artist-producer Ovy on the Drums (Karol
G’s go-to producer), whose deal includes a
full range of creative, synch and administration for his catalog and future works. Kobalt,
recognized as ASCAP Latin’s 2020 independent publisher of the year, also signed
new songwriters, including Justin Quiles,
Bryant Myers, Yampi and Dynell.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “To realize how the pandemic affected the collections of the societies in
the region and, as a result, how that effect
trickled down to creators and publishers. At
the same time, it will be interesting to see
how the boom in streaming will offset that
loss of collections.”
Alexandra Lioutikoff
President, Latin America and U.S. Latin,
Universal Music Publishing Group
UMPG organized global synch song
camps on Zoom for writers, artists and
producers from 14 countries, says Lioutikoff,
as well as coordinated a series of collaborations that charted on Spotify — from Mahmood, Sfera Ebbasta and Feid’s “Dorado” to
Takagi & Ketra, Elodie and Mariah Angeliq’s
“Ciclone.” In March, UMPG also won BMI’s
Latin publisher of the year honor. And Lioutikoff’s new signings include Carla Morrison, KHEA, Feid and Horacio Palencia.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Be
open to collaborations and pursue innovation through technology. Doing live shows
is not yet possible in many markets, so you
have to be clever to reach, maintain and
increase your fan base, be it via livestreams,
socials or virtually.”
Jorge Mejía
President/CEO, Sony Music Publishing Latin
America and U.S. Latin
Under Mejía, 48, Sony Music Publishing
in March was honored as ASCAP’s Latin
publisher of the year for the 17th time in 19

years, and in June, it was named SESAC’s
Latin publisher of the year for the sixth
consecutive time, thanks to hits like Colombian singer-songwriter Manuel Turizo’s “La
Nota” and “Quiéreme Mientras Se Pueda.”
The awards “highlight the excellence of our
writers and, of course, the excellence of our
team,” says Mejía. Under his purview, Sony
signed young hit writers from Keityn and
Jay Wheeler to Nicki Nicole and Bizarrap in
addition to extending the reach of fixtures
like Daddy Yankee.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “There has never been a better time
in the history of Latin music to be a young
Latin artist. You are standing on the shoulders of many. Use that vantage point well.”
Gustavo Menéndez
President, U.S. Latin and Latin America,
Warner Chappell Music
Menéndez’s publishing team in the past
year signed talent like superstar singersongwriter Marco Antonio Solís and rising
banda and norteño hitmaker Joss Favela
while encouraging experiments from roster
fixtures like Rauw Alejandro’s funky smash
“Todo de Ti,” which became his first top
40 hit on the Hot 100 in July. “It’s going to
be important to keep growing and to stay
relevant,” says the 21-year Warner Chappell vet. “We’ll all have to find new ways to
keep building on past accomplishments and
innovating.”
My advice to a young Latin artist: “This
is a marathon, not a sprint.”
Eli Ponce
Director of A&R, BMG
During the past year, Ponce, 40, has celebrated nine platinum and two gold singles
by writers on BMG’s roster, plus multiplatinum certification of the single “Yo Ya No
Vuelvo Contigo,” by Lenin Ramirez featuring Grupo Firme. BMG also extended copublishing agreements with Cuban superstars Gente de Zona and Puerto Rican duo
Domino Saints, while signing Colombian
producer Zenzei — who co-wrote Manuel
Turizo’s Latin Airplay No. 1 “La Nota,” with
Myke Towers and Rauw Alejandro — to a
global publishing deal.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “Achieving racial diversification. It’s
important for us to address all the chal-

lenges and racial-justice issues faced by
Afro Latinx artists and executives at music
companies.”
Raúl Alarcón
CEO/chairman, Spanish Broadcasting System
Albert Rodriguez
President/COO/executive vp, Spanish Broadcasting System
Jesús Salas
Executive vp programming, Spanish Broadcasting System
In June, Rodriguez rose to become the
first new president of SBS in over 35 years,
succeeding Alarcón, whose two daughters
maintain key roles in the company. The
portfolio of the largest minority-owned and
-targeted media and entertainment entity in
the United States spans top-rated radio formats (with Salas overseeing music programming across all SBS platforms), including
flagship outlet WSKQ-FM New York — the
No. 1 Spanish-language station in the country — as well as its Aire Radio Networks,
streaming app LaMusica (led by Bianca
Alarcón), news and political commentary
network MegaTV and concert promoter SBS
Entertainment (led by Alessandra Alarcón).
With plans to relaunch mass concerts this
fall, Rodriguez is most proud of the company’s ability to “inspire and entertain our
people,” he says, “with more content, initiatives and experiences than ever before.”
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “I
ask myself every day, ‘What am I doing
today to make a positive impact for our community?’ Those small, kind gestures go a
long way.” - Rodriguez
Trinity Colón
VP music programming, SiriusXM
Bryant Pino
Director of music programming, SiriusXM
Colón launched new programming and
projects, including channels Viva 90s/2k
Hits and Chucho’s Cuba and Beyond —
created with legendary Cuban bandleader
Chucho Valdés — as well as African/Latinx
channel Tropix. Virtual SiriusXM Town
Hall specials featured artists such as Piso
21 and Victor Manuelle, and wrapped 2020
with a New Year’s special featuring J Balvin.
“It was a challenging year, but [we were]
able to continue to inform, entertain and
create compelling content for our subscrib-
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ers and Latino community,” says Pino.
The song that got me through the
pandemic: “‘Rhythm Is Gonna Get You’ by
Gloria Estefan from Brazil305. It’s familiar, comforting and a fun escape, and is a
reminder that we are all united in this global
fight.” - Colón
Henrique Fares Leite
Head of music development, Latin America,
Bytedance
“Latin America is the region that most
uses music to create videos on TikTok,”
says Fares Leite, fueling hits like Kali
Uchis’ “telepatía,” which hit the Billboard
Global 200 top 10 after it was used in over
1.7 million TikTok videos. Fares Leite, who
joined TikTok’s parent company, Bytedance, in 2019, also cites the launch of its
music streaming platform Resso in Brazil in
August as another recent milestone. “We are
proud to empower the diversity that is Latin
music,” he says.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Be
true to yourself. Data is there to support
your uniqueness and singularity. Stick to
what you have and develop the creative
ideas you really believe in. The data may
serve to empower your artistic path, not
substitute it.”
Adrian Harley
Head of music label partnerships, Latin
America, Facebook
Alvaro de Torres
International music publishing manager,
Facebook
In addition to coordinating Facebook’s
partnerships with Latin music stars on
various projects — including Karol G’s first
full live performance of her KG0516 album,
a Natti Natasha livestream for Mother’s Day
and Instagram Reels for multiple J Balvin
singles — Harley and his team offer education to the music industry through webinars, trainings and workshops. They also
helped the company launch video hosting in
Mexico last March, following the U.S. debut
of the service in 2020. “During this time,
we have seen that the audience in Mexico is
hungry for music videos,” says Harley. The
launch “is something we are very proud of.”
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Be
bold, learn the rules of the system and then
break them in your own way.” - Harley

Jesús Lara
President of radio, Univision Communications
Ismar SantaCruz
Senior vp radio content, Univision Communications
Ignacio Meyer
Executive vp music and non-scripted entertainment, Univision Communications
With its broad reach on radio (driven by
Lara and SantaCruz) and its TV programming (guided in part by Meyer), Univision
is the preeminent provider of Spanish-language content in the United States. During
the past year of canceled concerts, Bad
Bunny’s September 2020 live online performance atop a bus traveling throughout New
York “broke the internet” for Univision’s
digital Uforia Live platform, says Lara, while
the Univision Radio network gained a 16%
linear audience increase in the first half of
2021 and saw the return of its Uforia live
events. Meanwhile, Meyer’s prized achievements included the Latin Grammy Awards
in November, the Premio Lo Nuestro in
February and Premios Juventud in July. The
latter, he says, “shed light on the humanitarian crisis in Cuba with a powerful moment
that included superstars Camila Cabello,
Emilio Estefan and Pitbull.”
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “To adapt to the post-pandemic
world. Our industry has been forever
changed, as have our audience’s expectations. During the past year, we relied on
technology to find more ways to bring the
viewers closer to the programming. Now we
are going to have to keep innovating and
using new technologies to continue to put
them in the front seat.” - Meyer
Enrique Santos
President/chief creative officer/on-air talent,
iHeartLatino
Pedro Javier González
Senior vp programming, iHeartLatino
iHeart partnered with its nationally
syndicated morning host Santos to launch
the My Cultura podcast network, dedicated
to elevating Latinx voices, and continued
to expand the iHeart Latino network that
includes over 25 stations across the country,
plus partnerships in Mexico and Puerto
Rico. Next up: bringing a live audience back

to this October’s iHeartRadio Fiesta Latina.
“[We continue to] be a driving force in Latin
music across the country, amplifying Latin
artists’ most compelling elements,” says
González.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Listening. I have become a much better
listener.” - Santos
Francisco “Cisco” Suárez
Executive vp primetime realities and specials,
Telemundo
Telemundo adapted during the pandemic to “maintain our productions,” says
Suárez, noting the 2020-2021 season offered
over 3,000 hours of content, including
new daytime entertainment show En Casa
con Telemundo and virtual music festival
Concierto en Casa that featured sets by Luis
Fonsi, Alejandro Sanz and Gloria and Emilio
Estefan, among others. The network also
produced fully live editions of the Billboard
Latin Music Awards and the Latin American
Music Awards mid-pandemic. “It’s beyond
rewarding to look back and admire our
team’s resilience and the way we overcame
challenges to keep our shows on the air,” he
says.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Making a conscious effort to eat three
meals a day. Before the pandemic, I was
always so focused on work that I would constantly skip meals. I’ve learned that I need
to stop and eat.”
Bruno del Granado
Music agent, Creative Artists Agency
Rudy Lopez Negrete
Music agent, Creative Artists Agency
Since the Los Angeles-based Lopez
Negrete joined in 2019, CAA has more
than doubled its branding deals for Latin
clients to make up for the gap from touring revenue. Since the pandemic, top Latin
clients including Maluma, Jennifer Lopez,
Anthony Ramos and Leslie Grace secured
new partnerships. Del Granado signed
Anuel AA and Residente, among others, and
negotiated a starring role for Gloria Estefan
in the remake of Father of the Bride, while
Ricky Martin became part owner of Chilean
cosmetic line Kumiko. The next step is to
get artists “back on the road,” says Lopez
Negrete, 41.
The song that got me through the
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pandemic: “My dad led BMG Mexico for a
number of years, and I grew up listening to
all of his label artists, including my all-time
favorite, Caifanes. I put ‘La Célula Que Explota’ and other Caifanes hits on repeat a lot
of days.” - Lopez Negrete
Richard Lom
Richard Vega
Music agents, WME
This fall, WME client J Balvin hosted
the sold-out, multivenue Neon Experience
in Las Vegas, and will host Punta Cana in
the Dominican Republic in December, in
addition to headlining performances at Baja
Beach Fest, Governors Ball and Outside
Lands. Tainy, who became the first Latin
producer signed to WME, joined Balvin’s
bill in Las Vegas, while WME client Farruko
will kick off his U.S. and Puerto Rico arena
tour in November. WME is also developing
new Latin acts including Aleesha, Arath
Herce, Nobeat, Pink Pablo and Nicki Nicole.
The power of Latin music, in a word:
“Global” - Lom
Toni Wallace
Co-head of global music brand partnerships,
UTA
Jbeau Lewis
Agent, music leadership, UTA
Lewis, 41, calls UTA client Bad Bunny’s
rise to global stardom “a marvel to behold.”
The UTA team was especially proud when
the Puerto Rican phenom’s 2022 El Último
Tour del Mundo became the fastest-selling
tour since 2018 when it went on sale in
April. After moving 480,000 tickets in less
than a week, the 35-date engagement is now
entirely sold out. Says Lewis, “The influence
Bad Bunny wields today in popular culture
— not just Latin music — is simply staggering.”
The power of Latin music, in a
word: “Transcendent” - Lewis
Nelson Albareda
CEO, Loud and Live
Edgar Martínez
Senior vp entertainment, Loud and Live
Loud and Live expanded its content
division with Loud and Live Studios, which
produced livestreams and short- and longform content for such platforms as HBO and
YouTube with artists like Juan Luis Guerra,
Farruko and Nicky Jam. Loud and Live is

“on pace to produce over 400 shows and
$150 million in ticket revenue through 2022
in the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico alone,”
says Albareda, 45, with tours by the likes of
Camilo, Ricardo Arjona and Carlos Vives.
However, the promoter is proudest of its
role in brokering the “historic partnership”
between J Balvin and McDonald’s, which,
says Albareda, cemented Balvin “as the first
Latino ever to be featured on the brand’s
menu.”
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Never give up. Never surrender. This career
is harder than working at NASA. You can
study and sing like the gods and still not
make it.” - Martínez
Jared Braverman
Senior vp touring, Live Nation
Hans Schafer
Senior vp touring, Live Nation
Emily Simonitsch
Senior vp booking, Live Nation
Schafer helped book Aventura’s reunion
tour of stadiums from Miami to Los Angeles,
its “final run of shows as a group,” he notes.
He also booked Alejandro Fernández’s fall
tour, and has worked with Romeo Santos,
Bukis and Christian Nodal. Braverman
booked Maná’s record-breaking Rayando el
Sol trek in 2019, which had the strongest onsale for the band in its three-decade history,
Live Nation reports. Simonitsch organized
Pepe Aguilar’s Jaripeo Sin Fronteras arena
tour, which has included horse shows, charreria competitions, bull riders and more. She
also booked Banda MS at the North Island
Credit Union Amphitheatre in South Dakota
to support the music of Mazatlán, Mexico,
and Grupo Firme in Las Vegas for three
shows at MGM Grand in a co-promotion
with Viva Entertainment.
Eddie Orjuela
Latin talent buyer, Nederlander Concerts National; chief executive, Orjuela Entertainment
Orjuela landed one of the biggest bookings of his career after locking down
a seven-night stint for Grupo Firme at Los
Angeles’ Staples Center this summer, all
played at full capacity. Among headliners
with the most consecutive shows at the
arena, it now ranks second only to Adele
(who played eight nights in 2016). “Nederlander’s Latin music footprint has expanded

dramatically, and I am thrilled to continue
booking sell-out artists,” says Orjuela, who
also did bookings for cumbia group Los
Ángeles Azules and Franco Escamilla.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Expose and promote yourself and your music
as much as possible in all areas of the Latin
music business and network. Build your
tribe.”
Manuel Abud
CEO, The Latin Recording Academy
Abud was named CEO of the Latin
Recording Academy in May and previously
had been its COO. In that role, he led a
major reorganization of the academy, with
a focus on digital content development, and
his awards team shepherded a record high
of over 20,000 entries for the 22nd annual
Latin Grammy Awards that will take place
on Nov. 18. The entry process was managed
remotely for the second consecutive year
due to COVID-19. But amid the academy’s
success, Abud worries about the turmoil of
Latin American economies, which can affect
arts funding and music education, leaving “a
great deal of talent in Latin America waiting
to be discovered. This impacts the industry, hindering diverse representation and
growth of Latin music.”
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “Working remotely from Valle de Bravo,
Mexico.”
Javier Asensio
Regional director of Latin America, IFPI
Asensio is responsible for coordinating
the activities of IFPI’s affiliated recordindustry trade groups across Latin America
and developing the region’s digital market
on behalf of its record-label members. In the
past 12 months, IFPI obtained a blocking
order against Peru’s biggest digital piracy
site, Y2mate.com, and led successful actions
against 65-plus streaming manipulation operations in Brazil. Those victories, together
with improved market reporting practices,
helped recorded-music revenue in Latin
America increase by 15.9% to $779 million
last year, according to IFPI’s Global Music
Report — making it the fastest-growing
region globally.
The song that got me through the
pandemic: “‘Rayando el Sol’ from Maná
[featuring Pablo Alboránis]. Maná is my
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favorite band, and this song expresses loss
and looking for an answer.”
Rodrigo Nieto
VP/team leader, entertainment banking,
Miami, CN Bank
City National Bank, a key financial
partner of the music industry in all genres,
does business in Florida as CN Bank. During the pandemic, it aided its clients by
helping them access the federal Paycheck
Protection Program loans and other ways of
strengthening their finances, says Nieto. As
the pandemic continues in Latin America,
he cautions, “We’re seeing the industry hurt
because artists can’t travel, because concerts
still aren’t allowed and because businesses
are still closed.”
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Remember that a career works as a business,
and getting the right team — lawyers, bankers and managers who really understand
the industry — is crucial to running that
business successfully.”
Gabriela González
VP U.S. Latin and Latin America membership, ASCAP
At ASCAP, González has helped foster the
next generation of Latin talent, particularly
by “helping and encouraging women who
are beginning their careers in the music
industry,” she says. González secured opportunities for up-and-coming female ASCAP
Latin songwriters in various platforms and
programs. In the past year, she also renewed
ASCAP’s agreements with top Latin hitmakers — such as Joss Favela, Carlos Vives,
Pedro Capó, Maná’s Fher Olvera, Nino
Segarra, Luis Ortiz and Urbani Mota — and
welcomed new members Natalia Jiménez
and Alejandro Sanz.
My advice to a young Latin artist: “Cowrite, learn and get familiar with the ins and
outs of the business, and try to always be
involved in all the decisions that will affect
your career.”
Jesus González
VP creative, Latin, BMI
After joining BMI during the pandemic,
González doubled down on executing signature virtual events, such as the 2021 BMI
Latin Awards and the BMI Showcase at the
Latin Alternative Music Conference, while
also helping retain agreements with key

BMI members like powerhouse Espinoza
Paz and up-and-coming producer Caleb Calloway. As a member of Voto Latino’s Impact
Council, González also participated in Get
Out the Vote initiatives and “helped turn out
the Latinx vote in record numbers,” he says.
The most important issue facing Latin
music: “The need to educate our [members] on the importance of metadata and its
impact on proper credits for musical works
is critical. Bad metadata results in billions in
revenue not making it to those who earned
it.”
Celeste Zendejas
VP creative, SESAC
Zendejas advocates for SESAC’s many
record-breaking members, including Nicky
Jam, Erika Ender, Christian Nodal, Manuel
Turizo and Calibre 50 lead singer Edén
Muñoz. SESAC writers collectively scored
30 No. 1 songs on the charts in 2020 and the
first six months of 2021, according to the
rights organization. This June, Turizo and
Muñoz were both recognized as songwriters of the year at the annual SESAC Latina
Music Awards. It marked the first time that
the top songwriting honor was presented in
two categories — regional Mexican and pop/
Latin rhythm — and the second win in the
category for Muñoz.
My pandemic habit that I’ll continue: “I
recently developed a video podcast, Regalías
101, with Amelia Cueva of A&I Music. Our
goal is to create a space where songwriters can go for basic information on how to
protect their intellectual property.”
Contributors: Rich Appel, Chuck Arnold,
Katie Bain, Dave Brooks, Pamela Bustios,
Ed Christman, Tatiana Cirisano, Leila Cobo,
Mariel Concepcion, Marcus Dowling, Thom
Duffy, Chris Eggertsen, Griselda Flores, Josh
Glicksman, Gil Kaufman, Steve Knopper, Jason Lipshutz, Joe Lynch, Geoff Mayfield, Taylor Mims, Mia Nazareno, Melinda Newman,
Glenn Peoples, Jessica Roiz, Micah Singleton,
Richard Smirke, Andrew Unterberger, Jewel
Wicker, Nick Williams, Stereo Williams
Methodology: Billboard power lists
are selective, with honorees chosen by Billboard editors. Nominations for each power
list open not less than 120 days in advance
of publication. (For our editorial calendar of
publication dates, please email thom.duffy@

billboard. com.) The online nomination link is
sent to press representatives and/or honorees
of companies previously featured on any Billboard power list, as well as those who send a
request before the nomination period to thom.
duffy@billboard.com. Nominations close and
lists are locked not less than 90 days before
publication. Billboard’s 2021 Latin Power
Players were chosen by editors based on factors including, but not limited to, nominations
by peers, colleagues and superiors. In addition
to nominations, editors weigh the success of
each executive’s company or affiliated artists
as measured by chart, sales and streaming
performance. Career trajectory and industry
impact are also considered. Unless otherwise
noted, Billboard Boxscore and MRC Data are
the sources for tour grosses and sales/streaming data, respectively. MRC Data is also the
source for radio audience metrics. Unless otherwise noted, album streaming figures cited
represent collective U.S. on-demand audio
totals for an album’s tracks, and song/artist
streaming figures represent U.S. on-demand
audio and video totals.
This story originally appeared in the Oct. 9,
2021, issue of Billboard.

How Universal
Music Going
Public Ushers in a
New Era for Music
BY ROBERT LEVINE AND
GLENN PEOPLES

N

ot all that long ago, most serious
thinking about the future of the
music business involved predicting the collapse of major labels.
In 2002, David Bowie said music would
“become like running water” and copyright
would vanish within a decade. And once music became free, who would need a company
to help promote it? As recently as 2013, Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke called
Spotify “the last desperate fart of a dying
corpse,” meaning the labels, then distributed
his album Tomorrow’s Modern Boxes on Bit-
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Torrent. (Remember BitTorrent?)
Investors weren’t much more optimistic.
In 2003, Time Warner sold its music business to a group of investors led by Edgar
Bronfman Jr. for $2.6 billion, a multiple
of nine times the company’s EBITDA, or
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization. In 2011, Universal Music
Group, under new CEO Lucian Grainge,
agreed to buy EMI Music’s recording business for $1.9 billion — just seven times its
EBITDA — at what may well have been the
bottom of the market.
That same year, Spotify launched in the
United States. Within a few years, it became
the water utility Bowie might have imagined, as did Apple Music and other services.
As much as streaming represented an innovative new business model, though, the
future didn’t turn out to be quite as radical
as some predicted. Most ambitious artists
still make deals with labels or distributors,
which license their music to companies that
generate most industry revenue by charging
consumers for it.
The power of streaming and its steady,
scalable revenue drove the Sept. 21 spinoff
of Universal Music Group by Vivendi, which
as it happens was founded in 1853 as an
actual water company. UMG, which went
public at a value of roughly $57 billion, is the
most valuable music company in history and
trades for about 30 times its 2020 EBITDA.
On its first day of trading, it helped boost the
value of Warner Music Group, which went
public last year, by 13.4%. WMG, which
trades at an EBITDA multiple of 27, recently
announced a deal to release the albums
Bowie put out after 2002. And Tomorrow’s
Modern Boxes is now on Spotify.
UMG’s spinoff makes it obvious that the
industry has entered a new phase, which
looks like a boom for the kinds of acts that
do well on streaming and the labels and
distributors that work with them. (What the
future holds for other kinds of acts remains
to be seen, as does how much publishers and
songwriters will share in this prosperity.) It
could further drive up the value of recording
and publishing catalogs, which have already
risen to unprecedented multiples, plus inspire other companies to go public.
UMG may benefit more from a boom

than its competitors, since its market share
is unprecedented in the modern music
business, which is why investors value it
at a premium. But even those competitors
will now have an easier time raising capital,
and much of the money that pours into
the music business will help other players
— acts that can negotiate bigger advances,
songwriters who can get more money for
their publishing rights, concert promoters
that will benefit from higher artist marketing budgets.
Which also means UMG will face fierce
competition — from established labels, new
distributors and a variety of artist services
companies. The fact is, artists of any size no
longer need a label the way they once did.
Streaming services and social media have
lowered the cost of marketing and promotion, and some companies are even starting
to offer advances against royalties and other
financial services that once only labels could
provide. Many artists still want a label, of
course — to fund marketing or defray risk
— but often only on their own terms. The
competition among companies with different business models will only help them.
Two decades ago, the music business
turned into a series of conflicts about
whether recorded music would continue
to generate significant revenue in a digital
marketplace. For years it has been clear that
it will, and optimism about how much keeps
on rising. What still hasn’t been settled
entirely is how that revenue will be divided
— among labels and distribution startups,
but also between labels and publishers
and labels and artists — and what business
models will be most effective in an industry
where every player has far more choice of
how to structure deals, and with whom. And
these conflicts — less compelling to pundits
but more interesting to investors — will
shape the music business of the future.
This story originally appeared in the Oct. 9,
2021, issue of Billboard.

Defending R.
Kelly: How His
Legal Team Fell
Apart
BY NEENA ROUHANI

O

n Sept. 28, shortly after a jury
found R. Kelly guilty of all
nine charges brought against
him — including sex trafficking,
racketeering and the sexual exploitation of
a child — Devereaux Cannick, a member of
the disgraced R&B singer’s legal team, stood
before TV cameras and supporters outside
the courthouse and said that an appeal was
on its way.
However, if Kelly’s legal team plans to file
a successful appeal, while managing upcoming trials in Illinois and Minnesota, it will
first need to solve its own problems of infighting and inexperience that have plagued
it for the past two years.
In January 2019, Lifetime’s bombshell
documentary series Surviving R. Kelly quickly turned mainstream opinion of
Kelly from raunchy singer to warped predator. In the weeks following, he was dropped
from his label, RCA Records, his music was
largely pulled from radio and streaming
services’ official playlists, and an Australian
tour announcement was revoked within
hours due to backlash. Weeks later, he was
charged with aggravated sexual abuse in
Chicago and in July 2019 was slapped with
a federal indictment in New York stemming
from racketeering charges.
More commonly reserved for organized
crime figures like the late Whitey Bulger
and John Gotti, to prosecute Ponzi schemes
and money laundering, the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
(RICO) statute enabled federal prosecutors to group together Kelly’s more recent
alleged crimes with allegations that were
two decades old. It was a novel case, and
Kelly’s defense team knew it. The idea of a
musician-run sex trafficking ring and the
use of racketeering laws “in this manner is
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an aberration,” Kelly’s lawyer Thomas Farinella told Billboard in an emailed statement
after the guilty verdict. “The RICO ‘Enterprise’ was based on nothing more than
a series of independent relationships and
events the government patched together
like different types of fabrics and passed it
off as silk.”
When the pandemic ground the courts
to a halt, Kelly spent over two years behind bars awaiting trial, while his legal
team failed to coalesce and eventually splintered. Two months before the New York
trial’s Aug. 18 start date, the artist’s two
lead Chicago-based attorneys, Steve Greenberg and Michael Leonard exited the case.
The lawyers say they quit due to infighting and the uncooperative dynamics of the
defense team. Their former co-counsel,
attorney Nicole Blank Becker — who remains on Kelly’s legal team — recounts a
different scenario: she says the two lawyers
were fired by Kelly due to Greenberg’s “lies,”
although court records suggest otherwise.
Despite this alleged clean sweep, the
remaining defense team’s performance
during the trial was disastrous, according to sources close to the case. Power
struggles between lawyers – fed, these
sources say, by Kelly’s concern with “how he
looked” to the public — shifted the defense’s
strategy away from disproving racketeering
allegations and toward breaking down victim abuse claims from victims.
Discord Among the Defense
Forty-eight hours before opening arguments, Becker sat in her Brooklyn hotel
room, barefaced and visibly exhausted. Behind her sat two beds, one for sleeping; the
other doubling as a desk, covered in files,
pens, highlighters, sticky notes and binders.
“It’s been f—king crazy,” she says of
working for Kelly. “I guess it might be every
lawyer’s dream, but it’s also insanity.”
Becker joined Kelly’s legal
team in March 2019, despite having only three years’ experience trying state
cases as a criminal defense attorney. She
had spent 16 years prior as a prosecutor in
Michigan advocating for victims of sexual
assault but grew skeptical while working as
the head of Macomb County’s sex crimes
unit there. “We would deny more warrants

than we would sign,” she says. “There is so
much [bulls—t] out there.”
Becker’s introduction to Kelly’s team
came at the recommendation of disgraced former Detroit judge Vonda Evans,
who knew the singer. “When the judge
called me and she’s like, ‘With your history
as a sex prosecutor, this is perfect for you,’
I was laughing at her,” says Becker. “Even
when I went, I still thought it was a joke.
But there was a part of me that [thought], if
I don’t go and see if this is real — that they
really want to talk to me — how will I ever
know?”
After meeting Kelly, Becker — who grew
up with his music — says, “I was fortunate
enough to truly see with my own eyes
the other side of things.” Becker’s new
teammates included the Chicago attorneys Greenberg and Leonard who have tried
dozens of federal cases and began representing Kelly in 2018 to “sue the people who
stole all [Kelly’s] money,” says Greenberg.
Before joining Kelly’s team, Greenberg’s most notable client was Drew
Peterson, a retired police sergeant convicted
of murdering his third wife after the disappearance of his fourth. While media reports
claimed Greenberg was fired by Peterson
for “poor performance,” Greenberg says this
was a lie another one of the case’s attorneys, Joel Brodsky, fed to the media and
showed Billboard documentation of work
he performed after those reports came out.
(One of the case’s other attorneys, Brodsky, wound up suspended for two years
due to his “aggressive tactics and relentless
vindictiveness.”)
Greenberg was also deemed “ineffective” counsel by a Cook County judge in a
2005 murder case, which led to a new trial
and the defendant Albert Domagala’s conviction being downgraded from murder
to aggravated battery. Greenberg is now
representing Domagala’s nephew in a terrorism case and says he has a “tremendous”
relationship with the family.
East Coast attorneys Doug Anton — a
sports and entertainment lawyer — andFarinella, a New York criminal defense
attorney brought in by Anton, were also on
the case. Anton, who left the legal team before Greenberg and Leonard’s departure,

could not be reached for comment.
According to Greenberg and Leonard,
conflict arose early on between attorneys over who would steer the case and
the division of labor. “It would make sense,
based upon our experience of handling
collectively more than 100 federal criminal
cases, that we would row the boat,” says
Leonard. “For good or for bad, we simply
refused to dole out responsibilities in a
manner that wasn’t consistent with people’s
level of experience.”
Factions formed among the lawyers
and the infighting escalated. For example, Greenberg says, arguments broke
out over cross-examination strategy. He
claims, Becker and Farinella “were intent on
slut-shaming.” Becker, on the other hand,
says she was “ready for the truth to get out
there” in order to clear Kelly’s name.
When it came to decide which attorney
would deliver the opening statement, a
source says Nicole petitioned Kelly for the
opportunity. “Nicole was telling him that,
‘Only I can tell your story, I need to do
the opening. Robert, I know you so well,’”
says the source, who adds, “He’s not sophisticated. He’s not very smart. So he’ll listen to
these people.”
Kelly and Becker had grown close too.
According to a source close to the case,
“[Becker] insisted she be given time to talk
to [Kelly] about non-case related matters.”
These conversations about Kelly’s personal and business matters were said to
take place during time allotted to prepare
for trial.
Greenberg, who initially was supposed
to deliver the opening argument says, he
and Kelly “never had a single disagreement,
except that he thought [Becker] should do
the opening and we didn’t.” Greenberg says
he tried to remain realistic with Kelly when
it came to the defense’s strategy, but Becker,
who he says spent more time nurturing a
relationship with the jailed singer, prevailed.
“When Kelly was talking about getting rid
of us,” says Greenberg. “He was like, ‘Man,
people are sending me stuff from the internet. You’re not doing this and you’re not
doing that,’ and I’m like, ‘I don’t give a shit
what the internet says. The internet ain’t on
your jury.’”
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The source close to the case agrees
with Greenberg’s assessment. “He was very
focused on how he looked and how [witnesses] look — that they should be discredited, put in their place,” the source explains.
Ultimately, it was this difference of
opinion between lawyers that led to Greenberg and Leonard leaving the case. “Whatever you think of Kelly, Tom and Nicole
played with his life in an effort to promote
themselves,” Greenberg said. “They f—-ed
him over.”
The details of the two attorneys’
withdrawal were messy. According to
Becker, Greenberg and Leonard verbally
“attacked” her, Kelly was “scared” of having Greenberg on his team and subsequently
fired him because of his “lies.” But the
public record shows Greenberg and Leonard filed a request to leave on their own volition and Judge Ann M. Donnelly accepted
their withdrawal in early June.
Becker takes issue with this, saying, “Nobody withdraws because they’re the lead
in a case and can’t deal with those under
[them]. That doesn’t even make sense. I felt
what happens when people flat out lie and
tell you the sky is orange when you know it’s
blue,” she says, of Greenberg and Leonard’s
narrative. “And the judge ate it up.”
Greenberg, on the other hand, blames
Becker for the defense team’s internal
conflict. “She wanted to be the big star
front and center all the time,” he says. He
doesn’t have kind words for Farinella either.
The attorney’s license to practice was suspended for two years in 2011. At the time,
Farinella claimed he was “suffering from
a mental infirmity” and therefore, could
not “defend himself in disciplinary proceedings pending against him.” Because of these
past issues, Greenberg describes him as “incompetent” and “incapable of doing any
heavy lifting.”
“My mental health problems from over
a decade ago and the resulting disciplinary
matter have nothing to do with this case or
my ability to effectively and competently
represent Mr. Kelly,” said Farinella, in a
statement to the press in July.
With the only lawyers with federal
trial experience off Kelly’s New York case,
Becker took charge. And early on at least,

she seemed to be relishing in the attention. Many of Kelly’s supporters see her as
a hero defending an innocent man being
persecuted by bitter exes and the media. Before and after trial proceedings, fans would
make a beeline for Becker and offer words
of encouragement and admiration. Professionally, she tried to make the most of her
role, emailing journalists who mentioned
her in stories to request that they link to her
firm’s website.
Becker has her fair share of critics, too. In
the media, she’s accused of “weaponizing
[her] womanhood against other women” and characterized by former colleagues
as an inexperienced attorney wanting to be
“the center of attention.” And, according to
Becker herself, some even went so far as to
suggest she is sleeping with Kelly. Of all this
media attention, Becker said she blocks it
out.
“What’s the saying?” she told Billboard days before the trial started. “All press
is good press.”
Disorder in the Courtroom
On the morning of Aug. 18, journalists,
photographers, fans and a few confused jurors gathered outside the Brooklyn Federal
Courthouse hoping to get inside for opening
statements.
Kelly fans, some of whom took off weeks
of work to attend the eight-hour days of
trial, told brow-raising lies to security officers in hopes of bettering their chances to
get inside the courthouse. “Are you a juror?”
an officer asked a short, middle-aged woman
in striped pants. “Yes, I’m on the jury,” she
hesitantly replied in a slight southern drawl.
She turned out to be a fan, who later that
day delivered a fervent speech about Kelly’s
innocence outside the courthouse to a dozen
scoop-hungry cameramen and broadcast
reporters forming a crescent around her and
other Kelly supporters.
“How many women have lied to you?” she
asked, as the two women behind her slowly
nodded their heads in agreement. “How
many women have said, ‘Oh, I don’t want
you no more, but now I’m gonna get you in
trouble?’”
It would almost seem that Becker took
notes from these passionate fans when
writing her opening statement. Instead of

driving home the point that Kelly was not
running a “criminal enterprise” — the bedrock of a racketeering charge — she spent
most of her two-hour statement discrediting
witness testimonies. She painted victims to
be bitter exes out for revenge, called them
“groupies” and “superfans” and stressed
that Kelly and his “girlfriends” were all “like
family” with “beautiful” relationships.
Seemingly searching for words or just
buying time, Becker addressed the jury
as “ladies and gentlemen” over 100 times,
while stumbling through an almost comical number of sustained objections from
the prosecution, interruptions from Judge
Donnelly, and other blunders of her own
doing. “You ultimately will have to find Mr.
Kelly guilty,” she said in her closing, before
correcting herself, “excuse me — not guilty.”
Things only got worse for the defense. It
took the prosecution four weeks to make
its case against Kelly, calling 50 witnesses,
including former assistants, his doctor,
tour managers, engineers, victims, an
expert on interpersonal violence, records
custodians, an Illinois clerk’s office employee and homeland security agents,
among others. One by one, they delivered
cohesive testimony, while the defense’s
cross-examinations — which Becker said
would be as simple as “one plus one equals
two” — were sometimes so convoluted that
reporters questioned whether it was a tactic
to confuse jurors and witnesses. And while
Becker remained at Kelly’s side every day,
the two whispering to each other frequently throughout testimonies, she slowly
faded into the background of the defense,
with Cannick taking on key witnesses.
Cannick, a trial lawyer with federal experience joined Kelly’s defense team on June
21 along with attorney Calvin Scholar, two
weeks after Greenberg and Leonard’s departure. According to Greenberg, Cannick did
not find Becker and Farinella cooperative. “I
talked to Cannick a few times; I was trying
to help them,” Greenberg says. “[Becker and
Farinella] tried to freeze him out of discovery materials and he reached out to me
to get them.” (Cannick did not respond to
multiple requests for comment.)
According to the anonymous source, Cannick grew frustrated with Becker and
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Farinella’s approach and work ethic, just
as Greenberg and Leonard had. “It was
two separate teams. He basically wouldn’t
speak to them as the trial went on. Also, he
wouldn’t give them any witnesses [to question], which was smart but makes it hard for
one guy to try the case.”
In some instances, Kelly’s legal quartet did sow doubt with the jurors. While
cross-examining Kelly’s victims and former
employees, they firmly established that in
many scenarios, the women could have willingly walked out of his homes, studios and
tour buses, undermining claims they were
being held by Kelly against their will. Cannick drew attention to lies told by victims to
their parents or Kelly himself, attempting to
discredit their damning testimonies.
But in other moments, Becker and Cannick resorted to victim blaming, claiming
the women “knew what they were getting
themselves into” — as Becker put it — and
critiquing their dance moves and wardrobe
choices as teenagers. Another time, Cannick berated a key witness, Jerhonda Pace,
accusing her of lying to the jury about her
age at first sexual encounter with Kelly. As
he paced back and forth, raising his voice
to theatrical levels and reminding Pace
that she was under oath, it was his own
math about her age that turned out to be
wrong.
When Cannick, who is Black, later suggested that Pace was lying about never
having attended a party with loud music
because she’s Black, he was quickly shut
down. “Come on Mr. Cannick,” Donnelly
said after the prosecution’s sustained objection. “Move along.”
Trial attorney Phillip C. Hamilton, managing partner at HamiltonClarke, LLP, who is not involved with Kelly’s
case, questions the defense’s approach to
witnesses. “Trial is theater,” says Hamilton. “The jury is now sympathizing with
witnesses because of the way that you are
ineffectively beating them up. I’m not really
hearing any sympathy for R. Kelly here, and
as a defense attorney, not [encouraging sympathy] is damn near malpractice.”
Where Do You Go From Here?
When it came time for the defense —
which does not hold the burden of proof —

to argue its case, witnesses were few and arguments were flimsy. The defense rested its
case after only two and a half days, with five
witnesses total. Phil Lee, a former videographer for Kelly who was working on a documentary about the singer that was never
completed, says a woman called him on
behalf of Kelly’s legal team just days before
closing statements, asking him to come to
New York and testify for the defense. “She
was asking if I would be willing to come out
and talk on Rob’s behalf,” says Lee. “It did
seem like a last-ditch effort of desperation.”
As did Cannick’s closing argument, which
consisted of a bizarre list of comparisons
with Kelly, including Trump-era vice president Mike Pence, who is reported to call his
wife “mother” while Kelly’s victims would
call him “daddy;” fellow “sex symbol and
playboy,” Hugh Hefner and slain civil rights’
activist Martin Luther King Jr.
“Somewhere I read of the freedom of
speech,” Cannick said, loosely quoting
King’s “I’ve Been to the Mountaintop”
speech. “Somewhere I read of the freedom
of assembly,” he continued nonsensically.
“That’s all Robert is trying to do.”
During the trial, prosecutors had to prove,
beyond a reasonable doubt, that Kelly used
his employees and enterprise to systematically carry out illegal acts. According
to numerous attorneys, this would have
been the easiest charge for the defense
to knock down. Of the charges against
Kelly, racketeering carries the most serious sentence, greater than the penalties for
violations of the Mann Act — a law meant
to punish human trafficking — which Kelly
was also charged with.
“Most of the people that will testify are
not going to see themselves as criminals or
members of an enterprise. They’re going to
see themselves as stage managers and lighting people [with] no criminal objective. All
of that gives you a great chance to win this
case,” says Leonard. Instead, the grotesque
testimonies and evidence of alleged sexual
and physical abuse overshadowed the sparse
efforts to disprove that Kelly was knowingly
running a criminal enterprise.
“[His defense] didn’t file a single motion
to restrict the government’s presentation
of evidence,” adds Greenberg. “If a girl was

held in a room for three days because R.
Kelly wanted to have sex with her, what difference does it make if when he ultimately
had sex with her, they did it backwards, forwards, upside down or inside out? It doesn’t
make any difference because the allegation
was that she was being held in that room.”
Instead, the defense’s cross-examinations
focused whether or not there was food
inside tour buses and studios, what witnesses wore during sex with Kelly, voluntary “twerking” and proving there weren’t
“buckets of urine” in Kelly’s bedroom — not
breaking down the government’s claims that
Kelly was the head of an ongoing criminal
enterprise. “It’s not the documentary,” says
Leonard, of the charges. “It’s a RICO case.”
In a joint statement to Billboard after the
verdict, Becker and Farinella — who both
deny Greenberg’s allegations — said, “Unfortunately, we are unable to respond at this
time, but there will be an appropriate time
and manner in which the truth will be told
in the future.”
While sentencing for Kelly’s New York
charges won’t happen until May 4, 2022, the
next major milestone in his legal saga comes
Oct. 20 in Chicago. That’s when a conference hearing for his federal charges on aggravated criminal sexual abuse will determine the next steps in that case. Greenberg
and Leonard are still set to defend Kelly in
Chicago, but as a result of the legal turmoil their relationship has suffered, Greenberg says his relationship with the singer
needs “a lot of work” and that he no longer
thinks he’s the right person to represent
Kelly. “I haven’t talked to Robert in months.
He completely refused to speak to us,” he
says. Still, Greenberg says he will likely visit
Kelly in New York in coming weeks to work
out the next steps for the upcoming case.
“The Chicago case probably won’t ever go
to trial,” he adds. “We’ll work out a concurrent plea or something like that. He’s going
to get launched. [Judge] Donnelly is going to
make sure he never gets out of jail.”
It’s a drastic change from 2018 when
Kelly first hired Greenberg and their focus
was reclaiming the singer’s money. “You
know [Kelly’s] last public performance was
at my house?” he says, from his Hawaii hotel
room. “Like two weeks before he got arrest-
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ed on these charges.” It was a going away
party for Greenberg at his home in Highland
Park, Ill., and Kelly sang with a band for
three hours, “hung out” with Greenberg’s
mom and even brought along his pet Pomeranian, Believe, named after his 1996 hit
single “I Believe I Can Fly” that lasted 42
weeks on the Hot 100 chart.
Greenberg says, “I was very fond of him.”

Live Nation Stock
Tops $100 to Hit
New High
BY GLENN PEOPLES

E

ven as the concert industry faces
a rocky return, Live Nation’s
stock keeps growing to new highs.
The concert giant’s stock price
topped $100 for the first time ever on Tuesday before dropping below the benchmark
at close. On Wednesday (Oct. 6) it fared even
better, hitting $101.09 during the trading
day and finishing at $101.03. Wednesday’s
closing values the company at about $25.2
billion.
After bottoming out in March 2020 as the
coronavirus pandemic shut down concerts
across the world, Live Nation stock has been
steadily growing since. In February it hit its
pre-pandemic levels and briefly flirted with
$100, reaching $94.63 on March 3, before
retreating below $80 as recently as Aug. 20.
As a practical matter, $100 is an arbitrary
amount for a share price — the company
was worth negligibly less when it closed
at $99.83 on Tuesday — but it is a symbolic
threshold for pausing to recognize how
Live Nation has gained value in the last 19
months. Since that pandemic-era low of
$32.30 on March 18, the company’s stock
has gained 212.8%.
During the company’s Aug. 3 earnings
call, president Joe Berchtold declared “the
pocketbooks are open.” At the time ticket
sales and attendance were “pacing faster
than expected,” CEO Michael Rapino said.
But even though Berchtold was referring
to customers, he might have been more

accurate to indicate investors interest in
concerts’ return. Since then, the industry
has seen high no-show rates and many
concerts have experienced less-than-stellar
ticket sales, but investors keep buying stock.
Plus, Live Nation had 15 of the 20 topgrossing concerts of the summer and most
of the top tours, as compiled by Billboard
Boxscore from early reports of live music’s
return. Its eight Dead & Company concerts
grossed $16.5 million, second only to Bruno
Mars. Zac Brown Band, Billy Joel, James
Taylor and the Eagles were also among the
top 10 tours.
Hitting an all-time high before touring
fully resumes also speaks to what lies ahead.
Many artists are aiming for a 2022 return to
the road, including Billie Eilish, John Mayer
and Alanis Morissette, and more are lining
up for the following years. “We’re talking
mostly about what to add now into ’23 and
’24,” Rapino said on Aug. 3.
In the second quarter, Live Nation posted
revenue of $575.9 million, up 677% from
the pandemic-scarred prior-year period,
with a $127.3 million operating loss — and
a 98% improvement from the first quarter.
And now the company is back to making
big acquisitions: on Sept. 13, Live Nation
announced it will move ahead with a $444
million deal for Mexican promoter OCESA
to be paid for with a $450 million common
stock offering.

Latin Executive
of the Year Noah
Assad on Realizing
a ‘Vision’ With Bad
Bunny
BY LEILA COBO

N

oah Assad is Billboard’s 2021
Latin Power Players executive of
the year. To read this year’s Latin
Power Players list in its entirety,

click here.
Last September, in the thick of the pan-

demic, Bad Bunny livestreamed a performance from atop a flatbed truck decked
out like a subway car that meandered
through the streets of New York, thrilling
fans and puzzling pedestrians all the way
from Yankee Stadium, in the Bronx, to the
Harlem Hospital Center. Over 10 million
viewers watched the Univision-produced
show stream on its Uforia platform, as well
as Bad Bunny’s YouTube channel. And like
so many things Bad Bunny does — including
surprise-releasing albums — the spectacle
came with little warning, capturing the
sense of spontaneity and fun that are central
to the chart-topping artist’s appeal.
That approach has been the hallmark of
Bad Bunny’s manager, Noah Assad, since
they started working together in 2016. “Our
day-to-day is we go eat, we share, we laugh,
and, all of a sudden, we go into work mode,”
says Assad, 31. “We brainstorm, and if the
idea comes, it comes. We take everything
a day at a time. We don’t treat it as rocket
science.”
This nonchalant demeanor belies the
meticulous planning that goes into pulling
off their vision — and the unimpeachable
results. In the past two years, Bad Bunny has
become the most successful Latin artist in
the world and Spotify’s 2020 most streamed
artist globally in any language. He was Billboard’s top Latin artist of the year, according to MRC Data, and last December, El
Último Tour del Mundo became the first allSpanish album to top the Billboard 200 in
the chart’s 63-year history. Prior to that,
the highest-charting Spanish album was
his YHLQMDLG, which debuted at No. 2 in
March 2020.
“The No. 1 with an album 100% in Spanish meant everything to me,” says Assad.
“Like my grandmother says, ‘It makes my
heart sing.’ And what people don’t know is
that my friend Bunny, when he’s in love with
a vision, he’s in love with a vision. His vision
was to release [YHLQMDLG] on Feb. 29,
a leap year” — even though dropping the
record that Saturday, instead of the standard
Friday release, meant missing out on a day
of streaming during MRC Data’s tracking
week and, Assad believes, ultimately cost
him the No. 1 spot at the time.
Bad Bunny’s success goes well beyond
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streaming, though. His 2022 tour sold over
600,000 tickets during its first week of sales
in April, generating $64 million to $84 million in revenue, Billboard estimates, and
becoming the fastest-selling since Beyoncé
and JAY-Z’s joint On the Run II tour in 2018.
Meanwhile, Assad has grown Rimas Entertainment, the company he founded in 2014
with José “Junior” Carabaño, from a small
but profitable YouTube network that distributed and marketed music videos to what he
describes as “the first one-stop shop created
in the post-streaming era.”
Rimas, which Assad says has grown to
roughly 100 employees globally, serves as a
full-fledged label, publisher, manager and
booker with a roster that includes Bad Bunny,
Arcángel, Tommy Torres and reggaetón duo
Jowell y Randy, as well as highly regarded
newcomers Mora and Eladio Carrión. He
credits his success to being a good team
player. “We collaborate with a lot of people
very well,” he says. “We work with everybody
— with major labels, independent labels. We
are always coexisting and helping each other
out. That helps us as a label and as a company, and it helps everyone else, too.”
In 2021, he signed Karol G as a management client via his newly launched
Habibi management firm — Assad’s father
is Lebanese, and the name means “my love”
in Arabic — making the Universal Music
star the first artist he manages who is not
signed to Rimas. Assad also struck a global
distribution deal with longtime partner
The Orchard, which includes the launch of
Sonar, a new label dedicated to distributing young, indie partners; Assad and The
Orchard are currently scouting talent across
Latin America and Europe.
“My artists all have the same DNA:
They’re not looking sideways or comparing
themselves to someone else,” says Assad.
“It’s ‘This is my vision, this is what I need.’
My new philosophy is [to be] their friend. I
do everything possible to accomplish their
vision, to maximize, to monetize. I do 30%
of the job, but the artist has to come up with
the other piece. If an artist gives 100%, we’re
at 130%. There’s always potential to grow
and to develop.”
This story originally appeared in the Oct. 9,
2021, issue of Billboard.

Inside Track:
The Kid LAROI:
RCA’s Top Two
Behind the Scenes
Execs Move West With the 18-YearOld Australian on
BY MELINDA NEWMAN
dited by Dan Rys
Top of the World

E

RCA Records’ two top executives have relocated to Los Angeles
from New York.
Over the last several weeks, both label
chairman/CEO Peter Edge and chief operating officer John Fleckenstein have made
the move.
A source tells Billboard the shift is in large
part “because the creative community is
in Los Angeles, including artist managers.”
RCA had no official comment.
With RCA employees still working from
home during the pandemic, a source says
there is no word on if there will be more
shifts from the East to West coast. Mark
Pitts, who was upped to president earlier
this year, is based in New York.
The company announced a number of
other changes today, naming Jamie Abzug senior vp/head of publicity. Based in
Los Angeles, she replaces Mika El-Baz, who
holds the dual title of executive vp West
Coast/ executive vp, publicity. El Baz is
leaving at the end of this month, as is senior
vp publicity Sarah Weinstein Dennison,
who is based in New York. Both El-Baz and
Weinstein Dennison have been with the
label for 17 years.
Billboard previously reported that Tunji
Balogun, former executive vp of A&R, left
the label in August and will become Def
Jam Records’ new chairman/CEO effective
Jan. 1, 2022.

BY JOSH GLICKSMAN

T

he Kid LAROI leads this
year’s 21 Under 21 list featuring
a mix of young chart-toppers,
TikTok stars-turned-artists and
on-the-verge breakout acts, among many
more making waves in the industry right
now. The list will publish in full on Friday,
Oct. 8 at 10 a.m. ET.
The Kid decided he wanted ice cream
instead.
It’s a Wednesday in September, and we
had planned to grab a late lunch in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. But at the last minute,
The Kid LAROI — the Australian rappersinger born Charlton Kenneth Jeffrey Howard — says he would rather hit up Mikey
Likes It Ice Cream, a shop in Manhattan’s
East Village that he has visited three times
since arriving in New York last weekend.
He orders like a regular, asking for his usual
— a flavor called Foxy Brown involving
mocha, a sea salt caramel swirl and crushed
chocolate wafer cookies — before bonding
with the cramped space’s currently lone
worker about how they both recently turned
18. Rows of small clocks with celebrity
headshots as their faces line the walls, and
LAROI points to one of Macaulay Culkin
making his famous open-mouthed Home
Alone poster face. “Look,” he comments
between bites. “It’s me.”
This spur-of-the-moment jaunt isn’t out
of character for LAROI — keeping up with
his good-natured spontaneity is simply what
it means to be a part of his inner circle these
days. His rider (an artist’s set of requests
for a host upon arrival) includes a ball pit,
à la Chuck E. Cheese, that he can dive into
during breaks on music video sets. Songwriter-producer Omer Fedi, a close friend
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and collaborator, says LAROI will often
call from outside his house or hotel, eager
to ride go-karts or head to a nearby Dave &
Buster’s. On more than one occasion, his
manager, Adam Leber, has found himself
driving 30 minutes to a specific McDonald’s
just off South Fairfax Avenue in Los Angeles
so LAROI can snag an elusive frozen Coke
he can’t seem to find anywhere else.
Lately, there has been less and less time
for such whimsical adventures — being a
budding global pop star tends to get in the
way, and that seems to dampen LAROI’s
enthusiasm. Sitting in the back seat of a
black SUV outside the ice cream shop, he intermittently tears at a cardboard coffee tray
and scrolls through his phone. He groans
at the idea of having to travel several hours
to rural Pennsylvania later this week for a
rehearsal, and more than once, he likens
interviews like this one to “schoolwork.”
“I hate feeling like I’m having a forced
conversation,” he says, scraping the bottom
of his first cup of Foxy Brown while waiting
for a second to arrive. “I just hate talking
about myself, to be honest. I’d rather not
talk at all.” His omnipresent box-framed
sunglasses, he explains, are in part a defense
against “people trying to figure out what I’m
thinking.”
In general, LAROI would prefer to let
his music do the talking, and right now, it’s
speaking volumes. “Stay” — his amped-up
hit with a Justin Bieber assist and a plucky,
’80s-inspired synth line courtesy of Charlie Puth — has arguably been the biggest
song in the world since its July release.
It has held the top slot on the Billboard
Hot 100 and Global 200 charts for six and
a record-setting nine weeks, respectively,
amassing 1.87 billion global on-demand
streams along the way, according to MRC
Data. Before that, he had been riding the
success of the acoustic ballad “Without
You,” which peaked at No. 8 on the Hot 100,
thanks to a remix with Miley Cyrus, and led
to a May appearance with her on Saturday
Night Live.
Collaborators like Bieber, Cyrus and Puth
are just a few of the growing LAROI fan club
members among pop’s A-list. After edging
him out in the fan-voted best new artist
category at MTV’s Video Music Awards

(VMAs) in September, Olivia Rodrigo said in
her acceptance speech that LAROI “inspires
me every day.” Ed Sheeran called him “the
biggest artist on the planet” in a SiriusXM
interview after the two met over pizza — a
sentiment Elton John echoed when LAROI
appeared on his Rocket Hour radio show in
January.
Fedi boils down his friend’s appeal to
two core qualities: his sense of melody and
a willingness to be vulnerable. “Not a lot of
up-and-coming artists, or even big artists, actually talk about s—t that happens
in their life,” he says. “You can hear stories
in his music, and that’s why people gravitate toward him.” It was those qualities, in
fact, that drew Leber, the founder of Rebel
Management. “He isn’t one of these cookiecutter artists who’s out there just taking
songs,” says Leber. “It’s very rare in this day
and age when an artist has a), the ability
to write amazing songs in general, but b),
really writes from a place of honesty. [That’s
what] separates a hit song from a phenomenal artist.”
And at a time when genre-fluidity is the
new normal, LAROI has achieved something else rare: the ability to freely explore
styles while maintaining his credibility and
keeping a foot firmly in hip-hop, which first
inspired him as a ’90s-rap-loving kid and
became the world in which he built a following, particularly on streaming platforms.
“Stay” may be a pop playlist mainstay, but
fans are just as likely to find LAROI’s hazy,
guitar-driven “F*ck You, Goodbye” (featuring Machine Gun Kelly) on a curated
alt-rock set or his yearning, R&B-rooted
“Go” (with a posthumous verse from mentor
Juice WRLD) and down-the-middle rap
fastball “I Don’t Know” on those genres’
lists.
It’s no accident that he has been able to
explore diverse sounds so nimbly: LAROI
and his team have made the most of his
short time in the spotlight, orchestrating
each release so that his audience is primed
to come along with him. Thanks to a few
savvily timed repackagings of his three-part
debut, F*ck Love, LAROI has kept introducing new listeners to the full range in his
catalog. The initial installment dropped
in summer 2020, with a deluxe edition

called F*ck Love (Savage) coming that
November. When F*ck Love 3: Over You arrived this July — which expanded into its
own F*ck Love 3+ set four days later with six
new tracks — the project reached No. 1 on
the Billboard 200 for the first time, buoyed
by the series’ entire 35-song tracklist on
streaming services.
“People don’t consume music the same
way anymore,” says LAROI. “People want
to listen to a 12-song project, at most. They
chew stuff up and spit it out really quickly.
Imagine if I had put ‘Tragic,’ ‘Without You’
and ‘Stay’ all in a 30-song thing [at once].
Who knows if any of those songs might’ve
even caught?” The success of the F*ck
Love franchise is the culmination of an
“always on” approach that has embodied
Columbia Records’ strategy for LAROI since
chairman/CEO Ron Perry personally signed
him in 2019: have content ready to engage
the fan base now and make sure to tee up
something that will be ready when it comes
back for more.
Leber is determined to ensure that
doesn’t translate to burnout. “I think where
a lot of mistakes are made — especially with
new artists — is trying to do too much, too
soon,” he says. “It’s easy to get enamored
with all the opportunity coming your way
and lose sight of the most important thing,
which is the music. Honestly, my goal right
now is to take as much off his plate that isn’t
locked in so he can really focus on making
his next great body of work.”
That may prove harder than anyone
anticipates. As LAROI prepares for both a
world tour and, in 2022, the release of his official debut album, he has also been navigating major changes behind the scenes. In late
September, Billboard broke the news that
after just four months he had parted ways
with his management at SB Projects, where
he had worked directly with president Allison Kaye, and had signed on with Leber. In
August, LAROI began working with highpowered attorneys Kenny Meiselas (who
represents The Weeknd and Lady Gaga)
and David Jacobs, his colleague at Grubman Shire Meiselas & Sacks who happens to
work with Lil Nas X — another Leber client.
Amid all that, LAROI’s ascent hasn’t
shown any signs of losing steam; if anything,
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he’s rising even more rapidly. Right now,
on Spotify alone, he appears on curated
all-genre hits playlists not only in the United
States, Canada, the United Kingdom and his
native Australia but in locales as far-flung
as Mexico, France, Italy, India, Chile, the
Philippines, Sweden, Indonesia and Poland.
And hardly three years removed from a mixtape titled 14 With a Dream, LAROI himself
is still trying to wrap his head around how,
exactly, he got here.
“I have no clue,” he half-whispers, pushing up his sunglasses just enough to reveal
a peek at his bewildered eyes. Then, soon
after, he repeats himself, even more hushed:
“I have no clue.”
Deep in the network of tunnels and
halls within Brooklyn’s Barclays Center,
The Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber are walking together, arms clasped around each
other’s backs. It’s the day before the VMAs,
and they’re about to rehearse their showopening rendition of “Stay,” complete with
prop mountains they’ll climb down after descending from the ceiling in harnesses. Once
onstage, they’re in constant communication,
breaking into side conversations, applauding each other between takes and offering thoughts on how to improve the next
one. After their third run-through, Bieber
murmurs into the microphone to remind
LAROI to exchange a handshake once the
song ends. On the night of the show, LAROI
goes for a hug.
Bieber first reached out to LAROI earlier
this year on Instagram, and the two became
fast friends. LAROI is a frequent presence at
the Bieber household, where the duo can be
found playing pickup basketball and doing
improv acting sessions, and LAROI recently
appeared on Hailey Bieber’s Who’s in My
Bathroom? YouTube series — which her
husband briefly FaceTimed into — introducing her to classic Australian snacks. A source
close to Bieber says it was he who initially
broached the idea of bringing LAROI into
the SB Projects fold.
Around that time, LAROI was being
managed by Grade A Productions, the label
co-founded by early-2010s Chicago mixtape
staple Lil Bibby and his brother, G-Money,
perhaps best known for their work with
the late Juice WRLD. (Interscope Geffen

A&M signed the rapper to a joint-venture
deal with Grade A in March 2018, and
the labels continue to release his music
posthumously.) The brothers were involved
with Columbia in the first two installments
of F*ck Love and had seemingly found their
next star.
Grade A helped then-15-year-old LAROI
acclimate to the United States in the months
following his move from Sydney, before his
mother, Sloane Howard — a former talent
manager who promoted her son’s burgeoning career — and younger brother, Austin,
settled in with him in Los Angeles. (The
three still live together, though LAROI says
he’ll probably get his own spot “in the next
couple of months.”) LAROI tagged along
with the team for Juice’s Death Race for
Love Tour, often staying in adjoining hotel
rooms with Grade A partner Peter Jideonwo. But the relationship soured, though
Columbia declines to comment on why,
and Jideonwo stopped responding to Billboard interview requests. LAROI, when
asked about Grade A, says, “we won’t talk
about them,” and when I ask if he’s at all
in touch with Bibby anymore, his publicist
shuts down the conversation.
Once Kaye heard that LAROI was no
longer affiliated with Grade A, she agreed to
set up a meeting. An awkward Zoom pitch
followed; LAROI jokes that SB Projects
founder Scooter Braun simply told him multiple times, “I’m the best, man.” But following an in-person second meeting in which
the two outlined a more defined career plan,
LAROI agreed to a deal over Memorial Day
weekend. On paper, it certainly seemed like
a logical match for the company synonymous with Bieber: another teen sensation
from humble beginnings abroad, exploding
to megastardom at light speed.
A source says that LAROI and his team
found the reality of the arrangement different, however. After Braun made “a promise”
that he would be directly involved with
LAROI, the source continues, there was not
enough participation from him, and LAROI
had “significant problems” with Kaye,
including feeling she was making decisions
without consulting him.
“LAROI is a brilliant artist, and I wish
him and his family nothing but the best,”

says Braun. “I’m proud of the historic success we had together in our short time — I
am rooting for him always, and he knows
that.”
The source says that LAROI spent a
month trying to work things out with
SB Projects, including speaking directly
with Braun, before ultimately signing on
with Leber — a move that was “a very easy
pivot.” Leber had spent an intensive two
weeks with LAROI leading up to his Saturday Night Live appearance with Cyrus
(his longtime client before the two parted
ways in August) and was wowed by how the
then-17-year-old “knocked it out of the park”
with his first live televised performance. He
had also been, says the source, one of five
managers LAROI and his team had first considered when he departed Grade A. (Leber
declined to comment on his client’s split
from SB Projects.)
Leber sees LAROI as utterly distinct from
Bieber and Juice — the former an artist he’s
often compared to, the latter a crucial mentor whose shadow seemed to follow LAROI
during his time with Grade A. And though
he acknowledges LAROI’s good looks and
palpable star power don’t exactly hurt the
young artist, he’s more drawn to his personality. “He’s the kind of guy you can sort of
sit down with and talk to for hours on end,”
says Leber. “He’s witty and engaging. He
has a great sense of art and culture. He’s a
bit of an old soul — he’s heavily into artists
like [INXS’] Michael Hutchence and Kurt
Cobain. He just has great sensibilities.”
It’s clear that LAROI is eager to build
those into his own stand-alone narrative.
When we first start to discuss his forthcoming album, he perks up and interrupts
mid-question, rubbing his hands together,
then clapping while letting loose three
yelps of joy. He’s already planning future
projects, too, including something bigger
that he won’t delve into quite yet, but that
he says will explain the details behind the
name LAROI itself — a nod to his mother’s
Indigenous Australian heritage. And as he
continues to grow, he hopes, those comparisons to other artists will just dissipate on
their own.
“I understand that’s what happens in the
beginning of [a career],” he says. “I feel like
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as I keep going, people will start to see me
more for me. I think that’s already happening. Hopefully with this album, people
will really start to separate me as my own
person.”
“Just follow me!”
It’s three nights before the VMAs, and
LAROI is playing a pop-up show at New
York’s recently renovated Irving Plaza when
he suddenly pauses mid-set: He has brought
Columbia’s Perry onstage and has just informed him they’re both about to stage dive.
As LAROI launches himself deep into a
sea of screaming voices and waiting arms,
Perry sheepishly waves to the crowd, as if
to say, “We’re not really going to do this to
each other, right?” But sure enough, LAROI
surfs his way back onstage in time to see it
through. (He tells me Perry is “the coolest
label dude ever,” though the crowd doesn’t
quite buy in: The executive barely makes
it past a few rows offstage before getting
pushed back.)
When Perry met LAROI in New York
three years ago, he signed him to Columbia
on the spot. They both say they’ve worked
together closely ever since to strategize
how best to promote the artist’s music. “We
speak almost daily,” says Perry. “He’s really
humble with brilliant instincts, both musically and culturally. Nothing gets by him.
He understands all aspects. That’s quite
unusual.”
The two seldom disagree, says LAROI,
though even when they do, they make the
best of it. At Irving Plaza, LAROI introduces
Perry by telling the crowd “Stay” would
have come out sooner if not for the latter’s
input; in June, the artist jokingly tagged
Perry in a since-deleted Instagram post in
which he and HYBE chairman Bang Si-hyuk
were photographed holding a cardboard
sign reading, “LET LAROI DROP STAY!”
(HYBE purchased Braun’s Ithaca Holdings
in April.)
LAROI’s approach to teasing songs has
become an important part of rolling out his
biggest releases. He says he’ll often post
snippets on social media just to “see what’s
going on,” but once something sticks, he
begins to play into the hype, stoking fan anticipation until it reaches a boiling point. It’s
an approach he shares with his labelmate Lil

Nas X. “I actually get an education watching
artists like LAROI and Nas use their skill set
to present their art to the marketplace,” says
Leber. “When you’re dealing with an artist
who understands how to speak to their
audience, it lets me sort of throw gasoline on
the fire when they have an idea and a direction for what they want to do.”
In March 2020, for instance, LAROI posted a song snippet on TikTok with lyrics centering on the platform’s third-most-followed
influencer, Addison Rae, figuring it would go
viral. After Rae filmed her mother’s reaction
to it, which quickly drew millions of likes,
LAROI dropped a full version simply titled
“Addison Rae” less than two weeks later that
has since compiled 67.7 million on-demand
U.S. streams, according to MRC Data. Now
that “Stay” is out and thriving — with its official release coming more than nine months
after he first teased it on Instagram — the
rueful “Thousand Miles” appears to be next
on LAROI’s list: He has been tweeting lyrics
from the song and performing it at his live
shows. At Irving Plaza, he offers to teach the
crowd its chorus, but it’s immediately clear
that the audience knows all of the words
already — as it does for essentially every
song in his set.
That may not seem surprising, considering his chart accomplishments, but it’s a
revelation for LAROI, who has anxiously
waited through the pandemic to get an
actual, live grasp of just how big his fan base
is. “Seeing all of the kids sing the words to
all the songs is crazy,” he says. “You don’t get
to see that on the internet, necessarily. You
don’t get to see that through the streaming
numbers. You don’t really realize it until
they’re in the crowd.”
Following the release of F*ck Love 3,
LAROI gave a free performance at the Hollywood Palladium, one he now calls his favorite show to date, despite his initial worry
that people wouldn’t show up. Standing on
the roof of the venue in late July, he brought
out Bieber, Machine Gun Kelly and G Herbo.
(Polo G was a last-minute cancellation due
to a delayed flight.) As he flashed his pearly
white smile, his wavy, blond locks bouncing
along to each song, it felt like a moment of
arrival — a new prince of L.A. looking out
over his adoring public.

“I looked him in the eyes, and I saw that
he was like, ‘I’m f—king ready,’ ” recalls
Fedi, who played guitar throughout the set.
“Just as a fan of LAROI, I was happiest on
the songs that I didn’t play because I got to
see him perform. Sometimes, you stop and
you’re like, ‘Damn, this guy is good.’ ”
He’ll soon embark on his recently announced End of the World Tour, hitting 27
stops in North America between late January and early March 2022 before kicking off
a leg in Europe in the spring. And while LAROI likely has the draw to fill larger rooms
already, he wants to keep crowd sizes limited to just a few thousand people at most
venues in an effort to duplicate the intimate
atmosphere that he achieved at places like
Irving Plaza and OMEARA in London.
“The biggest priority to me is to create
something that people can feel like they’re
stepping away from reality for a minute to
come and be a part of something that’s different from everything else,” he says. “And
[to] make sure that people want to come
back and do it again.”
He’ll also, of course, have to deal with the
kind of “schoolwork” that goes along with
any new artist’s first major tour: interviews,
yes, and the promotional stops that build
good will along the way. Still, Leber is determined to help LAROI maintain a healthy
balance.
“I’m very cognizant of how grueling touring is, especially for an artist who’s 18 and
going on his first world tour,” says Leber.
“When you dump radio and promo visits on
top of that, it can be a recipe for disaster. It’s
a massive priority for me to make sure that
while he’s playing these shows, traveling,
trying to fit in some promo and radio station
visits, he’s heavily rested and has time to
actually be a human and be a kid.”
Following an almost monthlong break at
the conclusion of the tour’s European leg,
LAROI will begin its third and final installment in Sydney. At the time of our conversation, he hadn’t been back in almost two
years and was excited above all else just to
see his friends. Things won’t be the same as
when he left them, of course. Back then, he
was still struggling just to get by; now, he’s
something of a hometown hero, already receiving daily messages about new Australian
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artists to look out for.
As his Irving Plaza set nears its end, LAROI sneaks offstage, only to reemerge from
the VIP section. He’s near his family and
girlfriend of over a year, influencer Katarina
Demetriades, on the balcony, one leg hanging over the glass railing. He then swings his
other leg over, his heels barely still touching
the surface as he launches into his set closer,
“Without You.” He looks as cool as ever,
moving to the beat on his precarious perch,
as his head of security maintains a steady
grasp on the back of his shirt — ready, if
needed, to pull him back down to earth.
Additional reporting by Melinda Newman.
This article originally appeared in the Oct.
9, 2021, issue of Billboard.

to work in close partnership with her and to
achieve new milestones for our clients.”
Perez has racked up awards during her
time with Kobalt, including recognition in
Billboard’s Women in Music (2020, 2019),
Billboard Branding Power Player (2019,
2018), Billboard International Power Player
(2019), Billboard Indie Power Player (2017)
and Billboard 40 under 40 (2015).
“From the moment she joined Kobalt, I
knew that Jeannette would grow into a great
leader,” comments the company’s founder
and chairman Willard Ahdritz. “She has
an innate understanding of our culture and
leads by always keeping our clients’ best
interests in mind.”
Kobalt Music is back to being a pure
music publishing operation following an
agreement to sell its AWAL distribution and
music company and neighboring rights division to Sony Corp. earlier this year, in a deal
reportedly worth $430 million.

Kobalt Music
Names Jeannette
Perez as President
Canada’s
and COO
Kilometre Music
BY LARS BRANDLE
Group Closes
eannette Perez has been promoted to
president and COO of Kobalt Music,
Catalog Deals
a reward for her efforts driving the
independent music company’s growth
Encompassing
and success.
Announced today (Oct. 7), Perez will part- Drake, Dua Lipa
ner with Kobalt CEO Laurent Hubert to
run the day-to-day operations.
Hits

J

Perez is a Kobalt stalwart with almost
eight years’ experience across various roles
with the company, most recently as chief
experience officer.
Based in Los Angeles, Perez joined the
company from Sony Music in February 2014,
where she served as VP, music for brands
& advertising/licensing and, before that,
as senior director, soundtracks, film & TV
music at RCA.
“Over the past couple of years,” comments
Hubert, “Jeannette has played a key part in
Kobalt’s success. From creating one of the
best synch teams in the business to advancing key DEI initiatives at Kobalt, she is an
integral part of the company. I am excited

BY KAREN BLISS

T

ORONTO — Canadian music
rights management fund Kilometre Music Group has closed two
new Canadian song catalog deals
with copyrights to 383 songs, giving them a
stake in hits from Drake, Dua Lipa, Camila
Cabello and Post Malone, among others.
The $200 million fund, which launched
in February and is financed by Toronto’s
Barometer Capital Management, has purchased an unnamed publishing catalog with
311 songs, including hits like Drake’s “One
Dance,” Post Malone’s “Sunflower” and

“Circles,” Dua Lipa’s “Levitating,” Camila
Cabello’s “Havana,” and songs from Eminem, Rihanna, Taylor Swift and The
Weeknd.
Kilometre also secured a deal with Nasri
Atweh (frontman for Magic! and writer of
the hit “Rude”) for 72 songs, including Justin Bieber’s early hits “As Long as You Love
Me,” “Never Say Never” and his Christmas
perennial “Mistletoe.”
Across the deals, Kilometre says it acquired underlying copyrights and royalty
streams associated with all the songs, but it
did not purchase master recordings or revenues from masters. The company declined
to reveal purchase prices.
According to calculations by Kilometre,
the fund now co-owns 10% of the 100 moststreamed songs on Spotify of all time, and
7% of Spotify’s “Billions Club” – songs with
one billion streams or more.
The Kilometre deals, along with recent
acquisitions by Dutch music management
company Pythagoras Music Fund, are the
latest purchases of publishing catalogs
worldwide by investor-backed song funds
like London-based Hipgnosis Song Funds
as well as the publishing arms of major
labels Universal Music Group, Warner
Music Group and Sony Music Entertainment. In recent months, the catalogs of
such stars as Bob Dylan, Tina Turner, Neil
Young, Paul Simon and Stevie Nicks have
been acquired.
Kilometre landed its first deal in April
with Shaun Frank for his portion of The
Chainsmokers’ “Closer,” followed in June
by its deal with Canadian rapper Belly for
50% of 180 songs, among them The Weeknd’s “Blinding Lights,” “Earned It,” “The
Hills,” “Save Your Tears” and “In Your Eyes.”
While some other funds and publishing
companies are going after the catalogs of
legacy artists with careers and hits spanning
30, 40 and even 50 years, Kilometre is targeting younger stars with more recent hits.
“We have 56 songs by The Weeknd, 31 by
Drake, 26 songs by Post Malone and 12 by
Bieber,” says Rodney Murphy, Kilometre’s
president of A&R and acquisitions. “We believe it’s worth investing in those songs because those are going to be the biggest catalog songs of the future. We’re in the business
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of nostalgia and legacy lifelong copyrights
and believe that these are the ‘Stairway to
Heaven,’ and The Beatles and Michael
Jackson catalog songs of tomorrow.”
Atweh and Belly, both LA-based, are managed by Wassim “Sal” “Slaiby, who also
manages The Weeknd. They have all known
Murphy for over 15 years via SOCAN. Kilometre was created by former EMI Music
Publishing and SOCAN executive Michael
McCarty, producer-songwriter Gavin
Brown and Murphy, who worked with McCarty at SOCAN.
Murphy says Kilometre’s three catalog
deals with Canadians are attracting other
potential sellers. “Our next few deals are
with some other big catalogs that aren’t
Canadian,” he says.
Overseas, Pythagoras Music Fund, a
$100 million euro ($116 million) Dutch
music management firm financed by
private and institutional investors, appears to be plotting a similar course. The
Laren, Netherlands-based company, which
launched in February, says it is focused on
acquiring music rights worldwide with a
focus on continental Europe. Last month, it
completed the purchase of Nanada Music’s
music copyrights and Red Bullet’s master
recordings from the companies’ owner and
founder Willem van Kooten. Those catalogs contain 30,000 copyrights and 6,500
master recordings, including songs from
global hitmakers Golden Earring (“Radar
Love,”), Shocking Blue (“Venus”) and Focus
(“Hocus Pocus”) as well as significant Dutch
acts such as BZN, Earth & Fire and Sandy
Coast, according to a press release. (“Venus”
has reached No. 1 on Billboard’s Hot 100
three times by three different artists: Shocking Blue, Stars on 45 and Bananarama.)
The fund will manage Nanada and Red
Bullet’s assets, while van Kooten will remain
on the board as non-executive director, the
company says.
“Willem is the godfather of the Dutch
music business,” says Pythagoras co-founder Hein van der Ree in a press release. “We
feel privileged that Willem has entrusted
PMF with his legacy.”
Pythagoras was co-founded by publishing veteran Van der Ree, Dutch composerproducer John Ewbank, investment

specialist Michiel Boere and lawyer Rob
Hendriks. John Brands is a co-founder
and consultant.

Ben Facey Exits
Universal Music
BY LARS BRANDLE

B

en Facey has exited Universal
Music, a little more than six
months after relocating to the
United States from his native

Australia.
An experienced major-label marketing
executive, Facey has served as Executive Vice President, Global Marketing and
Digital Strategy at Republic Records in Los
Angeles since February.
Prior to that, he was Head of International Marketing & Media at Universal Music
Australia from October 2014, and he held
marketing posts at Foxtel and Warner Music
before that.
An auto-reply from Facey’s email account
confirms he is “no longer with the company” and directs inquiries to Jim Roppo,
EVP/General Manager at Republic Records.
Facey was understood to be the subject of
an internal investigation, news of which first
emerged in late August on Beneath The
Glass Ceiling, the Instagram account that’s
been holding the music industry to account
for bad behavior.
The reasons for Facey departure are
unclear, and he has not been accused of any
wrongdoing. A spokesman for Universal
Music Group confirmed his departure from
the company, and tells Billboard there is
no further statement at this time. Roppo did
not respond to requests for comment.
The latest development follows the
launch of an independent investigation at Universal Music Australia, sparked
by reports of inappropriate behavior from
within its ranks. The Sydney Morning Herald reported multiple claims made against
staffers, including allegations of bullying,
harassment, racism, homophobia, discrimination, as well as more serious allegations of
sexual assault.

The affiliate’s leader George Ash reportedly engaged Darren Perry at law firm
Seyfarth Shaw to conduct the probe, informing staff on Friday, July 30 and encouraging
them to raise concerns through the internal
and external complaints channels. When
asked for an update on that investigation, a
spokesperson for the music major recently
declined to disclose confidential personnel
matters or comment on the status of any potential investigations, citing privacy reasons
and corporate policy.
“Everyone deserves a workplace environment that is safe, inclusive, and respectful.
We take seriously any claims of alleged
misconduct which are brought to the
company. All claims are reviewed promptly,
thoroughly and objectively. If any misconduct is found, appropriate action is taken,”
reads a company statement, issued Aug. 24
to Billboard.
“In light of the recent reports regarding
sexual harassment and abuse, both from various corners of the Australian music industry
and across broader society, we are committed to playing our part to advance real and
constructive change and an industry that
upholds the highest standards of professional
respect, conduct and integrity.”

Oak View Group
Enters Canadian
Market With
Ontario Arena
Project
BY TAYLOR MIMS

O

ak View Group is entering the
Canadian market with a renovated arena in Hamilton, Ontario. The venue development
company will team up with Hamilton Urban
Precinct Entertainment Group (HUPEG) —
a private consortium led by Carmen’s Group
and the Mercanti Family & Associates — on
the redevelopment of downtown Hamilton’s
arts and entertainment district.
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In a 49-year agreement with the city, the
partnership will take over responsibility for
the operations and maintenance of the FirstOntario Centre, the FirstOntario Concert
Hall and of the Hamilton Convention Centre. Hamilton Urban Precinct Entertainment
Group has proposed a minimum $50 million
renovation of the FirstOntario Centre,
including a new exterior façade and video
board, comprehensive transformation of the
lower bowl, expanded concourse level, and a
new flexible curtaining system for the upper
bowl balcony.
The renovation also proposes year-round
access to street-level activations on York
Boulevard, which will include a sports
lounge, an e-gaming zone, and additional
food and beverage offerings in collaboration
with local hospitality partners.
“I have been very fortunate in my career
to be part of the Toronto community and
call Canada home. I saw first-hand the
continued growth in the Toronto Metro
area, and we believe Hamilton in particular,
needs a venue that reflects the growth, great
fans, and community thus requiring that
new facilities are developed and new opportunities are created,” said CEO of OVG, and
former past president of Canada’s Maple
Leaf Sports & Entertainment, Tim Leiweke said in a release. “We believe Hamilton
is the perfect market to plant our first OVG
Canada flag and will be a venue that compliments Toronto and the Scotia Bank Arena.
We think there is a need, an opportunity to
transform the current arena and we are extremely excited to be partners with the City
of Hamilton and HUPEG on their vision.”
The OVG-HUPEG partnership will bring
in additional funding, with construction at
the arena venue anticipated to take place
over two years and be completed in two
phases. Work is anticipated to begin in the
fall of 2022, with the OVG-HUPEG alliance
coordinating with current tenants and operators to minimize any operational impacts
of the renovations.
“We are thrilled to announce this partnership with OVG, a forward-thinking pioneer
in the world of sports and live entertainment,” said HUPEG president PJ Mercanti in a release. “By joining forces with their
impressive team of industry champions, we

are one step closer to achieving our vision of
transforming Hamilton’s beloved arena into
a destination for sports fans, music lovers,
and families.”
In addition to the comprehensive arena
transformation, the Precinct Group’s plan
includes over $12.5 million in capital upgrades, expansion and aesthetic enhancements to the existing Hamilton Convention Centre and Concert Hall, as well as a
one-time $2 million contribution to the Art
Gallery of Hamilton. The Precinct Group’s
plan also includes over $500 million in
auxiliary mixed-use development, including
5% affordable housing in one of the residential developments. The Precinct Group is to
take over the operations and maintenance
of all three entertainment venues on April
1, 2022 with the city retaining ownership of
the lands and facilities.
The deal marks Oak View Group’s first
development property in Canada and will
also serve as the launching point for OVG’s
Canadian office. OVG’s experience in redeveloping arena includes the Climate Pledge
Arena in Seattle and UBS arena in Belmont,
New York.

Chris Brown
and Drake Sued
for Copyright
Infringement Over
‘No Guidance’
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

C

hris Brown and Drake are the
latest artists to be slapped with a
copyright infringement lawsuit
over one of their hit songs — in
their case, the 2019 single “No Guidance,”
which peaked at No. 5 on the Billboard Hot
100.
Filed Tuesday in U.S. District Court in
Florida’s Southern District, the complaint
alleges that Brown, Drake and their various collaborators on the track (which was
featured on Brown’s 2019 album Indigo and

featured Drake) lifted various lyrical and
melodic elements from “I Love Your Dress,”
a 2016 song performed by plaintiff Braindon
Cooper (performing as Mr. Cooper) and
produced by co-plaintiff Timothy Valentine
(credited on the track as Drum’N Skillz).
In the complaint, Cooper and Valentine
accuse Brown, Drake and their “No Guidance” collaborators of stealing several elements from “I Love Your Dress,” including
the lyrics from the hook — “she got it; she
got it” in “I Love Your Dress” versus “you
got it, girl; you got it” in “No Guidance” —
as well as the primary scale degrees and a
“distinctive sound effect,” described as “a
pitch metronome-like click and a vocal effect through which portions of the primary
vocal part appear to have been sped up to a
high register and added to double/echo the
primary vocal part.” According to the complaint, the plaintiffs consulted with “highly
regarded musicology experts” to determine
similarities between the two tracks.
“To be sure, any comparative analysis of
the beat, lyrics, hook, rhythmic structure,
metrical placement, and narrative context
demonstrates that ‘No Guidance’ was copied
or principally derived from ‘I Love Your
Dress,’” reads the lawsuit, which was filed
by attorney Neil Solomon of McLaughlin
& Stern in West Palm Beach, Florida. The
complaint notes that “I Love Your Dress”
first became available to the public on
SoundCloud in July 2016, nearly three years
prior to the release of “No Guidance.” It was
later included on Cooper’s 2019 EP My Life
in Black & White.
Cooper, Valentine and Signature SKillz
Entertainment (the company behind “I Love
Your Dress”) are seeking actual and punitive
damages, 50% of publishing and revenues
derived from “No Guidance,” a complete accounting of all defendants’ financial records
related to the song, pre- and post-judgment
interest and attorneys’ fees.
“No Guidance” also reached No. 1 on Billboard’s R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay, U.S. Adult
R&B Songs and U.S. Rhythmic charts and
received a nomination for Best R&B Song at
the 2020 Grammys. The song’s official music video has garnered over 374 million YouTube views, while the complaint notes that
its main hook and chorus have been used in
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advertisements for “various products and/
or services.”
In order to establish a more direct line
between Cooper and Valentine and the “No
Guidance” team, the lawsuit notes that in
early March 2019, Mic Tee — an A&R representative with close ties to Drake’s former
label Cash Money Records and its associated artist management company, AMAG
Collective — contacted Cooper, allegedly “to
discuss Cooper’s musical talents.”
Following that conversation, Cooper sent
Tee an email through his marketing agents
with a link to My Life in Black & White. Tee
then allegedly asked Cooper if he had any
unreleased music to send — “presumably so
that Mic Tee and/or his associates could use
such music with minimal risk of subsequent
infringement claims,” the complaint alleges.
Though Cooper never sent any additional
songs, he “became suspicious of the interaction” upon first hearing “No Guidance,”
which was released in June 2019, several
months later.
To further establish that the “No Guidance” team had access to “I Love Your
Dress,” the complaint adds that during the
time that “No Guidance” was being written
and recorded, Brown was “in regular and
close contact” with Cash Money founder Bryan Williams (a.k.a. Birdman) in their
work as co-producers and co-stars on the
feature film She Ball.
“Additional social and business-related
connections between and among Mic Tee,
Cash Money Records, AMAG, Brown, and
Drake abound,” the complaint continues,
“and further discovery will likely support
the assertion that Defendants had access to
and actually heard the Work, then incorporated key elements of it when creating No
Guidance. ”
Later in the complaint, Cooper and Valentine say they notified the defendants of
their alleged infringement and demanded
monetary relief in a letter sent through their
lawyers on Dec. 15, 2020, but claim the letter
was ignored.
“The Complaint filed by our office speaks
for itself, and we would encourage anyone
who is interested to read the allegations set
forth in the Complaint in their entirety,”
says McLaughlin & Stern attorney Chester

Ostrowski, who is representing Cooper and
Valentine in the case, in a statement sent
to Billboard. “The thrust of the Complaint,
however, is that Defendants copied Plaintiffs’ original song, I Love Your Dress, in
various material respects. Plaintiffs’ song
was recorded and published first. Defendants had access to it, and we believe the
evidence will show that they knowingly and
willfully copied and used significant portions of it, without consent, in creating the
infringing song, No Guidance. In Plaintiffs’
view, when taken together, the similarities
between the two songs cannot be a mere
coincidence. Artists and producers should
be properly credited with and compensated
for the works that they create, in whole or in
part; that is all Plaintiffs are looking for here,
and they eagerly await their day in court.”
Sony Music Entertainment, which distributed “No Guidance” and is also named as a
defendant in the suit, declined to comment
for the story.
The other defendants named in the suit
are Brown’s production company Chris
Brown Entertainment (a.k.a. Culture
Beyond UR Experience), songwriter-producer Anderson Hernandez (a.k.a. Vinylz),
songwriter-producer Joshua Louis Huizar
(a.k.a. J-Louis), songwriter-producer Travis
Darelle Walton (a.k.a. Teddy Walton), songwriter Nija Charles (a.k.a. Nija), songwriter
Tyler Bryant (a.k.a. Velous), songwriter Michee Patrick Lebrun (a.k.a. Che Ecru) and
songwriter-producer Noah Shebib (a.k.a.
40).
Also named are publishing companies
Songs of Universal Inc., 1damentional Publishing, Mavor & Moses Publishing (d.b.a.
Roncesvalles Music Publishing), Sony/
ATV, Vinylz Music Group, JLouisMusic and
Songs of Amnija; and Brown’s record label
RCA Records.

Diplo Responds
to Sexual
Misconduct
Allegations: ‘I Am
Not This Person
& I Won’t Be
Extorted’
BY KATIE BAIN

A

fter a nearly yearlong saga of
back-and-forth allegations between Diplo and a woman who’s
accused him of, among other
things, the distribution of revenge porn and
intentionally giving her a sexual transmitted
disease, the producer has spoken out on the
situation.
In an Instagram post Wednesday (Oct. 6),
the artist born Thomas Wesley Pentz tells
his side of the story, writing, “It was my goal
to never address a stalker...She was an obsessed fan of mine, and after I relinquished
all contact with her, it appears that her only
purpose in life has been to disrupt my work,
my business, harass me and my close friends
and attack me and threaten my family.”
In the lengthy post, the producer goes on
to recount the interactions he had with the
woman via text and in person, noting that
she “was not a minor when I had conversations or sexual intercourse with her.” He
also shares images of extensive messages
sent to him by the woman, along with images of racist and degrading messages sent
to Jevon King, the mother of Pentz’s third
son, who was born in May 2020. He also
notes that many of the woman’s own messages to him contradict accusations she has
made against him. (Read the complete post
below.)
Diplo goes on to say that a private
detective hired by his team to investigate
the woman found that she has a previous
restraining order against her in Florida
and that the Florida judge who issued this
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restraining order noted that the woman
exhibited dangerous behavior.
He also notes that while the woman hired attorney Lisa Bloom (the daughter
of famed women’s rights lawyer Gloria
Allred), Bloom later dropped her as a client
when Pentz’s legal team made it clear that
they would not pay the woman any of the
millions of dollars he says she was demanding. (Lisa Bloom’s office did not immediately
respond to Billboard’s request for comment.)
“This is so frustrating and embarrassing,”
Pentz writes at the end of the post. “I am not
this person and I won’t be extorted by anyone no matter how stinging the press can be.
Even over the past two years I’ve never been
bothered by these rumors, if anything it has
made me stronger and smarter, all of my
friends and partners have never questioned
me and that was what has been important to
me. The people in my life know me for who
I really am. I will continue to do everything
I can to end this in the most respectful way
but I will not give in to lies and harassment.”
This post comes on the heels of Tuesday’s
news that the Los Angeles city attorney’s
office is considering criminal charges against Diplo related to allegations of
sexual misconduct allegations made by the
woman in the fall of 2020.

in the San Fernando Valley area — which
matches the address the Grammy-winning
pop star posted as his Tarzana, Calif. home
on a promotional flyer for a garage sale he
hosted in November 2019. TMZ reported
that Brown slapped her so hard that her
weave came off.
The 32-year-old embattled entertainer
has a longstanding history of violence
against women over the last two decades,
including his 2009 arrest for assaulting
then-girlfriend Rihanna. He eventually
pleaded guilty to felony assault and completed probation in 2015. Another former
girlfriend, model/actress Karrueche Tran,
was granted a five-year restraining order in 2017 after Brown violently threatened
her following their breakup over diamond
rings and other gifts he had given her and
wanted back.
The same year, an unnamed woman
named Brown in a lawsuit after she was
allegedly raped during a party at his home,
which her attorney Gloria Allred described
as “one of the most horrific sexual assault
cases” she’s seen in her career. In 2019,
Brown and two others were detained in
Paris on charges of aggravated rape and
drug infractions after a woman filed a rape
complaint against them.

Chris Brown Won’t
Face Criminal
Charges In Battery
Case

5 Seconds of
Summer Ink
Global Record
Deal With BMG

BY HERAN MAMO

BY MELINDA NEWMAN

C

5

hris Brown won’t be charged for
allegedly hitting a woman in his
Los Angeles home back in June.
The Los Angeles City Attorney’s office confirmed to Billboard that
it “declined to file charges due to insufficient evidence.”
An LAPD spokesperson told Billboard that
on the night of June 18, police officers responded to a report of a domestic argument
in the 19600 block of Citrus Ridge Drive

Seconds of Summer have signed
a global recording deal with BMG,
making it the pop/rock chart-toppers’ first pact since parting with
Interscope earlier this year, Billboard can
exclusively announce.
The Australian quartet expects to release
new music in early 2022 with a full album
coming later in the year.
“We partnered with BMG as they shared
the band’s vision for the future and showed

an incredible passion to be part of it,” says
5SOS’s manager Benjamin Evans of 17 Artists. “They have an exceptional team [and]
are very much a collaborative partner where
they not only support but encourage the
band’s independence and creative control.”
Evans did not reveal the length of the
deal.
Formed in 2011, 5SOS is the only band
to debut at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 with
their first three full-length studio albums
and the first Australian act with three No. 1
albums on the Billboard 200. The quartet’s
2014 self-titled album, 2015’s Sounds Good
Feels Good and 2018’s Youngblood, all issued
via One Mode/Capitol Records bowed in the
top spot. Its last studio set (and only one for
Interscope), 2020’s Calm, reached No. 2 on
the Billboard 200.
In its 10 years, the group — Luke Hemmings (vocals/guitar), Michael Clifford
(vocals/guitar), Calum Hood (vocals/bass),
and Ashton Irwin (vocals/drums) — has
amassed 10 European Music Awards, five
ARIA Awards, an American Music Award
and several other accolades, as well as
racked up more than 8 billion streams,
including joining Spotify’s Billions Club for
“Youngblood,” which reached No. 7 on the
Billboard Hot 100.
“The values that BMG has and our unique
selling proposition is something that is
very appealing to artists of their caliber,”
says Thomas Scherer, BMG’s president,
repertoire & marketing, Los Angeles & New
York. “It is becoming increasingly evident
that there are more and more artists who
want to have control over their music, their
careers and the opportunity to build equity
and own their assets. We work in close
collaboration delivering first-class service
around the world, just as we’ve always done
in the past and continue to with all our
recording artists.”
Scherer adds that “attracting a band of 5
Seconds of Summer’s magnitude is evidence
that we are successful at what we do and
can offer what artists truly desire.”
BMG, which has been expanding its
frontline division, generally allows artists
to retain ownership of their masters and license the music to to the label for a specific
amount of time.
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In a collective statement, the band added,
“We are both proud and excited to be sharing this next chapter with the team at BMG.
Their ambition and drive to partner with
us was clear from the very beginning and
they very much supported our vision for the
future. They encourage our independence as
recording artists and we love how collaborative this relationship will be, which feels
important for us in our tenth year as a band.
We want to thank everyone past and present
for being part of our journey and can’t wait
for our fans to hear new music which will be
coming very soon!”
Dan Gill, BMG executive vp of recorded
music, Los Angeles, who deals primarily
with frontline recordings, added in a statement, “After an extraordinary decade of creating music together, 5SOS continue to grow
and evolve, producing new and invigorating
music that is just as effervescent as ever.
Their dedication to the fans drives them
creatively to reach new levels of sophistication in their music and their passion is
unrivaled. We look forward to a very bright
future together introducing their new music
to the world.”

Allison Russell,
Yola, Rissi Palmer,
Amythyst Kiah
Speak Out in
‘Once & Future
Sounds’ Panel
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

“T

his is the oldest trick in
the white supremacist,
patriarchal, homophobic,
everything phobic playbook — to divide and conquer,” said Allison
Russell at Oct. 5’s “Once & Future Sounds:
Black Women’s Voices in Music” panel.
The panel, hosted by BMI Nashville
executive director/creative and Nashville
Music Equality president Shannon Sanders

and MNRK Music senior vice president/
general manager and Nashville Music
Equality vice president Gina Miller, also
featured recoridng artists Rissi Palmer,
Amythyst Kiah, and Yola. The singer-songwriters shared their journeys of overcoming
obstacles as Black female artists in a predominantly white Nashville music industry,
and using their stories, talents and platforms
to affect change within the music industry.
The panel’s name was inspired by Russell’s curation of the Once and Future
Sounds: Roots and Revolution set at the
Newport Folk Festival earlier this year, a
set that celebrated the rich array of musical
talents from several Black female artists —
including Yola, Kiah, Joy Oladokun, Adia
Victoria, and surprise guest Chaka Khan.
Russell also spoke against falling into
“the false belief of this scarcity, that there’s
only a certain number of Black women that
anyone wants to hear from…it’s nonsense.
We are completely different artists. You
can’t just have one of us, because everything
is impoverished. We have Neil Young, that’s
wonderful. Does that mean we don’t need
Bob Dylan? No, we need him, too, and we
need Tracy Chapman and we need Joan Armatrading, and we need Rissi and we need
Amythyst and we need Yola and we need
me. There’s not a limited amount of interest
or time or audience for any Black woman.
That’s a manufactured scarcity, and that’s a
manufactured competition.”
The Russell-curated Newport Folk Festival set celebrated not only musical talent,
but the strong community among artists
of color — something fellow artist and
panelist Rissi Palmer also achieves through
her Color Me Country radio show, which
launched last year on Apple Music Country.
She has welcomed artists including Brittney
Spencer, Darius Rucker, Mickey Guyton and
Violet Bell, all sharing their experiences as
artists of color working within a predominantly white Nashville music industry. “Yola
has said before, ‘We are not a monolith,’”
Palmer quoted her co-panelist. “There is no
one way to be Black. That’s one of the great
things about the show and that’s what the
platform is.”
Palmer released her self-titled debut
country album in 2007, including songs

such as “Country Girl.” In 2008, the album
was re-released with the single “No Air,”
and Palmer’s music has since evolved into
what she calls “Southern Soul,” through
the releases of 2013’s Best Day Ever and
2019’s Revival.
“I had no idea what it was going to be,”
she said of Color Me Country. “I didn’t
realize — at least for me — how validating
it was going to be, as far as hearing other
stories. Hearing Allison, hearing Yola, hearing Amythyst and hearing Mickey [Guyton],
and realizing my situation was not just me. I
wasn’t the only Black girl that was listening to Nirvana. I was not the only Black girl
wanting to write songs for Reba McEntire.
And it also wasn’t just me that was having
people hit them with microaggressions on a
regular basis. That’s a lot of people’s experiences in this business, especially when you
are in a genre where most of the people
don’t look like you.”
For Yola — who has released three powerful albums including this year’s Stand For
Myself, and earned four Grammy nominations — finding her voice ultimately came
through a battle with vocal nodules in 2007,
and finding the courage to both showcase
and take ownership of her full range of creative capabilities.
“So much of my life… was just serving
people, even in my apparent leadership — or
my apparent fronting, shall I say —and this
false, strong Black woman paradigm,” Yola
said. “All I was doing was giving power to
my own domination, by not allowing my
vulnerability to come to the fore. I found
my voice in the love of people, being seen
for the first time. In that being seen, I was
able to actually start doing things that I was
terrified to do, like playing guitar, like coming up with ideas on my own instead of just
being a topline writer. I didn’t feel like my
thing was so co-dependent anymore.”
‘Songs of Our Native Daughters’ Proves a
Pivotal Moment
After spending years as part of the group
Birds of Chicago, Russell formed the collective Our Native Daughters alongside
Rhiannon Giddens, Kiah and Leyla McCalla,
and released Songs of Our Native Daughters in 2019. The album’s songs addressed
racism, slavery, sexism, as well as the role
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and history of the banjo in American music.
That album proved to be a turning point for
both Russell and Kiah — this year, Russell
issued her debut solo album Outside Child,
while Kiah released her Rounder Records
debut Wary+Strange.
“That project, and being able to work
with Allison and Rhiannon and Leyla, gave
me the courage to finally speak on things
that I have thought about, that I’ve spoken
about with other people, but that I’ve never
put in my songs. I had never put it on social
media,” Kiah said. “For years I was playing
for a mostly white, conservative audience,
because that was a huge chunk of the oldtime music community at that time. It’s
definitely changed over the years, but I had
the ‘shut up and sing’ policy for a really long
time.”
“It makes me so proud to be a small part
of your journey with Our Native Daughters,”
Russell told Kiah. “It was pivotal for me, too.
I found my voice through community.”
Russell shared of the Songs of Our Native
Daughters project, “I went into that project
having been through an almost three-year
writer’s block that began after I became
a mother for the first time, when I gave
birth to my daughter Ida. I just fell silent.
I think I really understood on a deep level
how urgent it all is, and that what I chose to
say had to mean something — and that she
would hear it, and future generations would
potentially hear it. The intensity of understanding that I was stepping into the stream
of ancestors, and I want to be a good one...
I got overwhelmed by it all and I stopped
writing. I really thought that maybe my time
as a writer was done.”
That changed, she said, when she (along
with Amythyst) got the call to do the songs
for the Songs of Our Native Daughters project. “I wrote or co-wrote seven songs on
that record and I wasn’t able to stop,” she recalled. “There was just this sort of dammed
up impetus of so many things I needed to
say.”
The Next Chapter
Russell noted that her curation of the
Newport Folk Festival set earlier this year
was inspired by folk heroine Odetta, who
played in the earliest days of the Newport
Folk Festival — at one moment during the

panel, she paused to point to a photo of
Odetta on the wall behind her. This year’s
set proved that as the Americana genre as a
whole continues taking steps toward greater
inclusivity, a new generation of Black female
artists stand ready to continue Odetta’s
legacy. Russell says she hopes to have Once
and Future Sounds: Roots and Revolution
presented in different cities, with different curators and collaborators in each city.
She hopes to stage it next year at Nashville,
Tenn.’s Ryman Auditorium and make it into
a film.
“I would love to film it and make a The
Last Waltz-style film,” Russell says. “So
whoever is listening, let’s talk. Let’s work on
this together. I think about how our industry
is intertwined with film and TV and about
mindfully choosing who we’re working
with. I want to make sure we’re not falling
into the danger of a single narrative centered around white men — frankly, which is
where we’ve been for too long. It’s going to
take intentional redressing and reparation of
that bias to even out the playing field and to
encourage other people to see what is possible for them.”
Palmer is working on a new album, which
she hopes to release in spring of 2022. She
is also expanding Color Me Country. “I
can’t make the big announcement yet, but
there will be Color Me Country next year in
Europe,” she said, adding that she hopes to
add a tour component to the growing Color
Me Country brand.
Over the past year, Kiah has been working
on a followup to Wary+Strange, and looks
forward to finally being in a place where she
can devote her full energy to music. “Going
into October, November, and December, I’ll
take the time to just work on music,” she
explained. “I’m finally going to be leaving
my part-time job at Target that I’ve had for
15 years.”
On Challenging Institutions, Increasing
Equity and Table-Building
As the panel drew to a close, the group
discussed how the music industry can be
more intentional about inclusivity and
equity. Yola stated that when opportunities
have come her way, she has pushed back in
order to help open doors for other artists
of color. “I said ‘no’ a lot,” she said. “People

would be like, ‘Hey do you want to do this?’
and I would say, ‘Go ask three other Black
people and then go...’ I throw down like that
all day. That sends reverberations around.”
“Pushing back against tokenism — and I
know Brandi Carlile is doing the same thing
in representation of women, representation
of Black folks, BIPOC folks, LGBTQIA+. A
lot of us are at a lot of those intersections,”
Russell added. She commended organizations including the Grand Ole Opry, the
Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum,
and the Americana Music Association for
their steps toward greater inclusion and
equality — but also encouraged all institutions to look at their hiring practices. “Is
there someone in a position of power that
is allocating funds, who is Black, who is a
woman, who is LGBTQIA+, anyone standing in an intersection,” she asked, “or is
everybody in an executive position white
and male?”
Russell also noted the importance of
equal pay for all performers. She noted that
for the Once and Future Sounds: Roots and
Revolution set she curated for the Newport
Folk Festival this summer, she initiated fundraising to make certain that every woman
who took the stage for the set was paid for
their time.
“I did not want to ask Black women, and
Black and queer women, to come and play
for free. That’s the last thing I wanted to
do,” Russell said. “We were able to form
coalitions around that set, and it wasn’t just
the Newport Folk Festival’s foundation, it
was also Brandi’s Looking Out Foundation,
and it was Nathaniel Rateliff’s The Marigold
Project. Brandi herself contributed money
to make sure every single woman on that
stage could get paid for being there.”
Russell noted, “We leave out equity too
often in these conversations, and really,
when we are talking about the disparity in
say Black women’s experiences in music
compared to white men’s experiences in
music, so much of it comes down to a deeply
entrenched economic disparity and that’s
a much bigger conversation about the false
construct of race and the ongoing harm
that racially-based bigotry has done and
continues to do in this country and abroad.
We know that women and Black women
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get consistently paid less for the same work
and that has to stop. We need transparency
about finances, and for Black women to be
paid equally.”
“The other piece to that is table-building,”
Palmer added. “Creating your own situation
where it doesn’t exist. I’m always inspired
by the work of Frankie Staton and Cleve
Francis and those in the ‘90s that came
along with the Black Country Music Association. I’ll be real with you, everything that
I do on my show, with the fund and all these
other things, is building on the work that
they already did. There was no Black country community until Frankie and Cleve, and
quite frankly, there hasn’t been since, until
most recently. While a lot of us are in the
system, or working in the system, you don’t
necessarily have to be of the system. There
is power in creating another system.
“There’s a lot of good stuff happening
[now],” she continued, referencing the
work currently being made towards greater
inclusivity and representation by CMT, the
Grand Ole Opry and the Country Music Hall
of Fame. “But we have to remember that
outside of this moment, there wasn’t this.
When you don’t see yourself reflected, then
you create it. I think that’s the move. When
we create our own platforms, then what
does everybody do? When you start the cool
party, the word gets out, so then everybody
starts coming to your house, because they
see it’s poppin’ over there. They’re making
money, they’re doing something that people
care about. That, to me, is how you change
the game, because then the game comes to
you.”
Palmer concluded: “Also, pay Black
women.”

Coldplay to Reach
For the Stars
at Immersive
‘Intergalactic
Audio-Visual’
Experience Event
‘The Atmospheres’
BY GIL KAUFMAN

I

n keeping with the cosmic vibe of their
upcoming ninth studio album, Music
of the Spheres (Oct. 15), Coldplay will
blast their fans into the stratosphere
during an immersive two-day event they’ve
dubbed “The Atmospheres.”
According to a release from event host
Amazon Music, it will take place at four
venues, including Principal Place in London, inside what a press release said is a
“custom-built installation [where] fans will
be transported to The Spheres – the distant
solar system that plays host to the band’s latest album, where each of the twelve tracks is
twinned with a different planet.”
The five-minute journey will also unfold
in New York at Vanderbilt Hall, the Omotesando Hills Main Building B3F in Tokyo
and Bikini Berlin Terrace in Berlin, “recreating the alien worlds at the heart of the
album.” In a statement, the band explained,
““We’re excited to partner with Amazon
Music to bring Music of the Spheres to life.
The Atmospheres will take fans on a trip
through The Spheres and into the heart of
the album.”
The sensory journey is intended to “recreate
the alien worlds at the heart of the album”
and will allow fans to “create their own alien
language messages, snap selfies in the augmented reality photobooth, and even help
to power the experience through bespoke
kinetic walkways. The experience will be
soundtracked by album highlight, ‘People of
the Pride’, mixed in Dolby Atmos, and accompanied by exclusive 360 visuals.” Click

here for information on how to sign up for
The Atmospheres beginning on Friday (Oct.
8).
Coldplay will play a week-long residency on The Late Late Show with James
Corden next week, during which they will
play songs from the new album, with their
recently released Selena Gomez single, “Let
Somebody Go,” slated to make its television
debut. Coldplay topped the Billboard Hot
100 for the first time since 2008 this week
with their new BTS collab, “My Universe.”
The song is also BTS’ first time topping Billboard’s Hot Rock & Alternative Songs chart,
while Coldplay notch its second leader on
the list.
“My Universe” debuts atop the tally dated
Oct. 9 with 11.5 million U.S. streams, 5.5 million radio audience impressions and sales
of 127,000 downloads and physical singles
combined in the Sept. 24-30 tracking week,
according to MRC Data.

Joss Favela
Inks Worldwide
Administration
Deal With Warner
Chappell Music
BY JESSICA ROIZ

S

inger-songwriter Joss Favela has
signed a worldwide administration
agreement with Warner Chappell
Music, the company tells Billboard.
“His raw talent, creative instincts, and
authenticity shine through in every performance,” said Gustavo Menéndez, WCM
president, U.S. Latin & Latin America, who
first saw Favela perform at the ASCAP Latin
Music Awards a few years ago. “We’re glad
Joss has chosen Warner Chappell as his
partner in this journey and we look forward
to working alongside him.”
Proud to be his publisher and excited to
do “great things together,” Lazaro Hernandez, WMC vp, A&R, U.S. Latin & Latin
America, added: “Joss is a dynamic and
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genuine songwriter who at such a young age
has already established himself as one of the
greatest of his time.”
The 30-year-old Regional Mexican star,
who has penned over 100 songs for artists
such as Alejandro Fernandez, Banda MS,
and Natti Natasha, made history at the 2016
Premio ASCAP as the youngest person ever
to win songwriter of the year. He nabbed the
title in 2017 and 2018.
On the Billboard charts, Favela has entered Hot Latin Songs, Latin Airplay, Top
Latin Albums, Regional Mexican Albums,
and Regional Mexican Airplay, where he has
five top 10’s.
“When my love for music started I never
thought that I’d get to spend my life writing
songs,” he said. “I’m continuously surprised
by the beautiful things that happen to me,
and joining the Warner Chappell family is
one of them. I’m grateful for the songs that
life has given me, but I’m even more grateful
for the ones that are still to come.”
Favela, who is represented by Simran A.
Singh and Christopher Navarro of Singh,
Singh & Trauben, LLP, is nominated for best
banda album at the 2021 Latin Grammys
with Llegando al Rancho.

Publishing Briefs:
Sony and River
House Duet on
Neil Medley;
SCORE Gets an
Upgrade
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

R

iver House Artists and Sony
Music Publishing have partnered
to sign Nashville favorite Neil
Medley to a worldwide co-publishing agreement. Known for writing hits
like “Tailgate Blues” by Luke Bryan, “Wasn’t
That Drunk” by Josh Abbott Band, featuring
Carly Pearce, “Made For You” by Jake Owen
and more, the country hitmaker’s work

has topped the Billboard Country Airplay
and Mediabase chart as well as the top 10
on Billboard’s Canada Country airplay chart.
Though his previous work is not included
in the agreement, the duel companies will
partner with Medley on all works made
moving forward during the term of the deal.
According to the songwriter, he is “confident” the duel companies will be great
partners to him. “River House Artists is one
of the most respected publishing and artist
development companies in Nashville. Their
track record, combined with Sony’s horsepower and industry-wide reach, is an ideal
situation,” Medley says.
Zebb Luster, vice president and general
manager of River House Artists adds “We
are thankful he has trusted us to help him
continue to grow as a writer, and we look
forward to landing many more hits together.”
Sony Music Publishing has been focused
on increasing royalty transparency for
their signed talent over the last few years,
but on Sept. 27, the company unveiled new
developments to its system. SMP’s SCORE,
a royalty portal dedicated to providing realtime earnings updates for signees, is adding
new features for the company’s newly
rebranded Visual + Media Rights division
(FKA Broadcast & Media Rights).
With the new updates, this division,
which represents film and television studio
clients, will now have multiple avenues to
revenue data, including breaking it down by
production, episode, song, income type, and
territory. Clients will also have enhanced
access to global work registration, alerts to
highlight any missing details for productions or songs.
SCORE will also allow its users to input
more production details.
Universal Music Publishing Germany and Electric Feel Europe have teamed
up to sign Berlin-based songwriter and producer, Sonus030, to a worldwide publishing
deal.
One of the first joint signees for the two
companies, Sonu Lal (better known as Sonus030) has produced and written for some
of Germany’s hottest rap talents, like Bonez
MC, Capital Bra, and more. He also has featured on Bausa’s 100% album and released a

collaborative album with UFO361 last year.
According to managing director of UMPG
Germany / svp of UMPG Austria & Switzerland, Thomas Vidovic, Sonus030 is “one of
today’s most important producers and an
absolute exceptional international talent.”
CTM Outlander, an independent entertainment firm headquartered in the Netherlands, has acquired the boutique New Yorkbased publisher one77 Music. With over
2,000 songs in its catalog, one77’s repertoire
includes works performed by Demi Lovato,
Madonna, Martina McBride, John Legend,
Carrie Underwood, Josh Groban and more.
Notable writers included in the one77
catalog are Toby Gad and production duo
Mike & Keys, and Rodrick Doss.
Along with news of the one77 deal, CTM
Outlander has also acquired the total interests in Swedish songwriter, Markus “Mack”
Sepehrmanesh. “We are very happy with
this new music publishing catalog addition
[of one77 music] and a further involvement
in Mack’s successful career,” says CTM Outlander CEO André de Raaff.

Black Music
Action Coalition
Demands
President Biden
Support Police
Reform
BY GAIL MITCHELL

F

ollowing the Black Music Action
Coalition’s (BMAC) inaugural
Music in Action Awards on Sept.
23, the organization has written a
letter to President Joe Biden calling for his
support of the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act, “beginning with ensuring that it is
brought to the Senate floor for a vote.”
The two-page letter that was sent
Wednesday (Oct. 6), obtained by Billboard, states, “We, and our fellow music
industry advocacy organizations, feel a
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responsibility to speak up in the face of
unavoidable issues like police violence. We
cannot simply stand by and conduct business as usual when Black people across the
nation are being unjustly executed by those
sworn to protect American communities.”
The BMAC’s Music in Action Awards
honored The Weeknd, H.E.R., Motown
chairman/CEO Ethiopia Habtemariam and civil rights attorney Ben Crump,
among others. In the letter, Crump says,
“We don’t want to hear that you can’t take
this bill to the floor.”
Signed by BMAC co-founders/cochairs Caron Veazey and Willie “Prophet”
Stiggers, “With justice on our minds and
hope in our hearts”, the letter closes with a
declaration from Prophet: “Mr. President, if
Black Lives Matter, please prove it! Do Black
lives only matter during an election cycle?
You will be held accountable for the promises you made to our community, our country,
and to the daughter of George Floyd!”
Read the BMAC letter in full below.
October 6, 2021
VIA EMAIL
President Joe Biden
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, DC 20500
Re: George Floyd Justice in Policing Act
Dear President Biden:
The whole world watched. Was it 8 minutes and 46 seconds? Or the updated, and
unfathomable, 9 minutes and 29 seconds?
Ultimately, it doesn’t matter. The minutes
it took to snuff out the life of George Floyd
changed the world forever. Outraged and
horrified, people from around the globe
spilled into the streets with focus, intent,
and a clear message: POLICE BRUTALITY
AND POLICE MURDER MUST STOP.
While change has been long overdue for
years, it was the unequivocal video footage
of George Floyd’s murder by police that
finally caused many Americans to demand
real and significant changes to our system
of law enforcement. It is imperative that our
legislators implement the protections necessary to prevent the further state-sanctioned
slaughter of Black people.
We write to you today on behalf of the
Black Music Action Coalition (BMAC). At

our recent BMAC Music In Action Awards,
we had the great fortune to honor Attorney Ben Crump for his work in fighting for
social and racial justice — especially for the
families of those who have died at the hands
of police. We are compelled to pursue next
steps in creating actionable change to the
laws governing policing in America.
In his recent Washington Post op-ed,
Attorney Ben Crump voiced his support for
the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act,
explaining, “The bill contains — and must
retain — critical provisions to end chokeholds and carotid holds, and to eliminate
qualified immunity, which shields officers
from most civil lawsuits. It would drive
accountability by finally creating a national
police misconduct registry and by allowing
state attorneys and the U.S. Justice Department to conduct ‘pattern and practice’
investigations of police departments to
root out toxic police cultures and identify
where chronically inadequate training and
discipline are creating a threat to the people
being policed.” As Attorney Crump said in
his BMAC Agent of Change Award acceptance speech, “We don’t want to hear that
you can’t take this bill to the floor, because
George Floyd deserves to have that bill go
to the floor of the United States Senate, and
to have a vote, because we voted for you to
stand up when it is time to stand up!”
We, and our fellow music industry advocacy organizations, feel a responsibility to
speak up in the face of unavoidable issues
like police violence. We cannot simply stand
by and conduct business as usual when
Black people across the nation are being
unjustly executed by those sworn to protect
American communities. Songwriters of
North America (SONA) stated, “The George
Floyd Justice in Policing Act presents an
opportunity for President Biden and our
legislators to effect important and historic change. SONA co-founder and board
member, Dina LaPolt, was a BMAC Agent of
Change Award recipient at this year’s inaugural BMAC Music in Action Awards, along
with Attorney Ben Crump. She has spent
her entire life tirelessly fighting for racial
justice and has been pivotal in engaging the
rest of our industry in legislative issues both
within and outside of the music business.

In Dina’s recent acceptance speech, she
spoke about the unacceptable prevalence
of systemic racism still existing in the U.S.,
promising, ‘I will never take my foot off the
gas pedal.’ As an organization, we echo her
sentiments: we will not stop until justice can
thrive in America.”
The American people have spent over a
year endlessly protesting, spreading awareness, and encouraging their legislators to
take action. We will continue to write to
our representatives, and we will continue
to protest in the streets, but unfortunately,
there is only so much that we can do; we
need the full support of our leaders in
Congress to ensure that our goals for a better America do not remain only goals, but
that our goals are actually met, and brought
to fruition. Whether they are making the
senseless murder of our people a partisan
issue, or whether they simply do not care,
many of our elected politicians have chosen
to stand on the wrong side of history.
Considering the never-ending headlines
about our brothers and sisters losing their
lives at the hands of American police officers, we expect that you will do whatever it
takes to support the George Floyd Justice in
Policing Act, beginning with ensuring that it
is brought to the Senate floor for a vote.
“I will never forget sitting in the chapel
in St. Louis for the funeral of our brother,
George Floyd. Fellow BMAC Co-Founder
and board member, Shawn Holiday and I,
were engulfed in emotions and frustration.
I watched you, the presidential candidate
at the time, as your face appeared on the
screens, and you made a promise to the
Black community, George Floyd’s family,
and to America. You told George Floyd’s
daughter that her father would change
the world. Now that we have elected you
President of the United States, I’ve anxiously waited and watched several executive
orders get signed. But we are still waiting
for the George Floyd Justice In Policing Act?
Mr. President, if Black Lives Matter, please
prove it! Do Black lives only matter during
an election cycle? You will be held accountable for the promises you made to our community, our country, and to the daughter of
George Floyd!” -Willie “Prophet” Stiggers
How can you Build Back Better and push
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to pass a bill that addresses America’s infrastructure, without addressing the cracks in
America’s soul?
With justice on our minds and hope in
our hearts,
Willie “Prophet” Stiggers
Co-Founder/Co-Chair
Black Music Action Coalition (BMAC)
Caron Veazey
Co-Founder/Co-Chair
Black Music Action Coalition (BMAC)
cc: Vice President Kamala Harris; Senator
Cory Booker; Senator Tim Scott; Representative Karen Bass

‘Dick Clark’s New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve’
Sets First-Ever
Spanish-Language
Countdown From
Puerto Rico
BY GRISELDA FLORES

T

he 50th annual Dick Clark’s New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve celebration
will feature the show’s first-ever
Spanish-language countdown
with Puerto Rico as the inaugural host destination, MRC Live & Alternative and ABC
announced today (Oct. 7).
The Spanish-language countdown festivities are set to take place on the grounds
of the Puerto Rico Convention Center
and DISTRITO T-Mobile with host Ryan
Seacrest overseeing New Year’s festivities
in Times Square, set to air Friday, Dec. 31
live on ABC at 8pm ET. Puerto Rico’s countdown will occur at 11pm ET.
“As we expand the footprint of ‘New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve,’ we’re proud to broadcast from Puerto Rico as we showcase the
vibrant multicultural destination to commemorate this milestone year for the iconic
New Year’s celebration,” said MRC Live and
Alternative president Adam Stotsky.
“We are very excited to host ‘Dick Clark’s

New Year’s Rockin’ Eve With Ryan Seacrest
2022’ on our island and to count on this
high-caliber event to project the greatness
of Puerto Rico and our people,” said Puerto
Rico Governor Pedro Pierluisi. “This
celebration not only allows Puerto Ricans to
enjoy this great historic event; it also speaks
to diverse communities around the world
that our Island is ready to receive tourism
and foster economic development. We have
so much to offer as a destination, and ‘New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve will be a testament to all
that Puerto Rico has to offer.”
The upcoming New Year’s celebration
coincides with the celebration of San Juan’s
— the capital of Puerto Rico — 500th anniversary. Details on co-hosts, performers in
Times Square and additional locations will
be announced closer to the event, which will
showcase with more than five-and-a-half
hours worth of performances.
“This show has solidified its place in television history as the must-watch New Year’s
Eve special, and the upcoming 50th year
will be a can’t-miss event with the biggest
names in entertainment,” added Rob Mills,
evp, Unscripted and Alternative Entertainment at Walt Disney Television.
Last year’s Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’
Eve — which marked the first time a live
audience was not allowed in Times Square
to watch the ball drop at midnight due to
the ongoing coronavirus pandemic — featured a star-packed lineup with bicoastal
performances by Jennifer Lopez, Machine
Gun Kelly, Megan Thee Stallion, Cyndi
Lauper and Miley Cyrus, among others.
Dick Clark Productions is a division
of MRC, which is a co-owner of Billboard and The Hollywood Reporter through
a joint venture with Penske Media titled
P-MRC.

Ray J Hospitalized
With Pneumonia:
‘I Thought It Was
Over’
BY STARR BOWENBANK

R

ay J is currently in a Miami
hospital trying to recover from
pneumonia, which the singer/
actor said initially appeared to
be COVID-19. On Wednesday (Oct. 6), the
“One Wish” singer and his manager, David
Weintraub, spoke to TMZ and revealed that
they thought Ray J was going to die.
Ray J was hospitalized four days ago, the
singer told TMZ, and he said that doctors
thought he had contracted COVID-19 and
was placed in the hospital’s COVID wing.
The 40-year-old said the experience was
“frightening,” adding, “I thought it was over.
I started praying and knew God is good so I
just kept praying.”
Ray J said that he was given “five COVID
tests, all of which came back negative,” and
was later moved out of the hospital’s COVID
wing after two days to receive further treatment for his pneumonia. Ray J says he still
has issues with breathing and is on oxygen.
Weintraub is hoping for his release by the
end of the week, and Ray is asking fans
to pray for him to get better so he can see
his two children — 3-year-old Melody and
1-year-old Epik — that he shares with wife
Princess Love.
The couple have not discussed the matter
outside the TMZ story and have remained
quiet about the hospitalization on their
respective social media pages.
Ray J has scored eight hits on the Billboard Hot 100, starting with his 1997 debut
on the chart with “Everything You Want,”
which peaked at No. 83. His highest-charting hit is the 2008 Yung Berg collaboration
“Sexy Can I,” which topped out at No. 3 on
the chart.
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Tainy Is First
to Spend 100
Weeks at No. 1
on a Billboard
Producers Chart:
‘I Am Truly
Grateful’
BY XANDER ZELLNER

T

ainy makes history as the first
person to spend 100 weeks at No.
1 on any of Billboard’s producers
charts.
The multi-hyphenate artist (real name:
Marco Masis) spends a record-extending
100th week at No. 1 on the Latin Producers
survey (dated Oct. 9), thanks to his production on seven tracks on the latest Hot Latin
Songs chart.
(Billboard launched all-genre Hot 100
Songwriters and Hot 100 Producers charts
in June 2019, as well as those for country,
rock & alternative, R&B/Hip-Hop, R&B,
rap, Latin, Christian, gospel and dance/electronic; alternative and hard rock joined in
June 2020.)
“This milestone is something crazy to
me, to see that we actually made it to 100
weeks,” Tainy tells Billboard. “At the end
of the day, I am just truly grateful to get to
wake up every day and do what I love. It’s
amazing to be a part of such an important
list with all these talented producers that
are working at such high levels making
incredible music and pushing our culture
forward globally.”
Here’s a recap of Tainy’s entries on the
latest Hot Latin Songs chart.
Rank, Artist Billing, Title (co-producers
in addition to Tainy)
No. 4, Bad Bunny, “Yonaguni” (Smash David,
Byrd, FinesseGTB)
No. 5, Bad Bunny & Jhay Cortez, “Dákiti”
(Mora)
No. 6, J Balvin & Skrillex, “In Da Getto”

(Skrillex)
No. 8, Kali Uchis, “Telepatía” (Manuel Lara,
Albert Hype)
No. 14, Jhay Cortez & Anuel AA, “Ley Seca”
No. 30, J Balvin & Sech, “Una Nota” (Sky
Rompiendo)
No. 44, Tainy x Yandel, “Deja Vu”
Almost exactly a year ago, the San Juan,
P.R., native became the first to log 50 weeks
atop a producers chart, when he reached the
milestone atop Latin Producers.
Of Tainy’s 100 weeks spent at No. 1 on
Latin Producers, he’s ruled the past 41
frames consecutively, encompassing every
chart week of 2021 so far.
Of the chart’s 120 total weeks to-date,
Subelo Neo is the only other name to log
double-digit weeks at No. 1, with 10 in
March-May 2020. Over the chart’s existence, Tainy is the only producer to have
spent every week on the survey. His collaborator Sky Rompiendo follows with 99 weeks,
ranking at No. 7 this week.
Tainy scored his first production credit
on Hot Latin Songs in 2006, with Tito “El
Bambino” El Patron’s “Caile,” which reached
No. 2. He followed that year with his first
No. 1, Wisin & Yandel’s “Pam Pam.” He’s
since added five more leaders, all since 2019:
Anuel AA, Daddy Yankee, Karol G, Ozuna
and J Balvin’s “China”; J Balvin, Dua Lipa,
Bad Bunny and Tainy’s “Un Dia (One Day)”;
Bad Bunny and Jhay Cortez’s “Dákiti”; Kali
Uchis’ “Telepatía”; and Bad Bunny’s “Yonaguni.”
Tainy has also produced three top 10s on
the Billboard Hot 100: Cardi B, Bad Bunny
and J Balvin’s “I Like It” (No. 1, one week,
2018), “Dákiti” (No. 5, 2020) and “Yonaguni”
(No. 10, 2021).
Tainy concurrently places at No. 2 on the
Latin Songwriters chart, thanks to his writing credits on “Yonaguni,” “Dákiti,” “In Da
Getto,” “Telepatía,” “Ley Seca,” “Una Nota”
and “Deja Vu.” He’s spent 17 weeks atop the
tally, the second-most after frequent collaborator Bad Bunny (65).
Meanwhile, DannyLux adds a second
week at No. 1 on Latin Songwriters, powered
by his work on Eslabon Armado’s “Jugaste
y Sufri,” which he wrote solo and on which
he’s a featured artist, at No. 7.
The weekly Latin Songwriters and Latin

Producers charts are based on total points
accrued by a songwriter and producer, respectively, for each attributed song that appears on the Hot Latin Songs chart. As with
Billboard’s yearly recaps, multiple writers or
producers split points for each song equally
(and the dividing of points will lead to occasional ties on rankings).
The full Latin Songwriters and Latin Producers charts, in addition to the full genre
rankings, can be found on Billboard.com.

Olivia Rodrigo
Joins Elite Club
Thanks to This
New Chart
Achievement
BY GARY TRUST

O

livia Rodrigo’s “Traitor” ascends
to the top 10 of Billboard’s Pop
Airplay chart (dated Oct. 9),
granting the singer-songwriter
entry into an elite group of acts that have
notched at least four top 10s on the tally
from a debut album.
The ballad, up from No. 12 to No. 10,
follows her breakthrough smash “Drivers
License,” which spent five weeks at No. 1
beginning in March; “Good 4 U,” which
reigned for six weeks starting in July; and
“Deja Vu,” which rose to No. 2 in August.
All four tracks are from Rodrigo’s debut
LP Sour, which has logged its first 19 weeks
on the Billboard 200 chart in the top five
and earned 2.35 million equivalent album
units to-date, according to MRC Data.
“Olivia is unstoppable at this point,” Erik
Bradley, music director at Audacy-owned
KNOU Los Angeles and assistant program
director/music director at WBBM-FM
Chicago, both of which report to the Pop
Airplay chart, told Billboard in July.
Mused Ben Davis, Alpha Media pop format captain and operations manager of Pop
Airplay panelist WDJX Louisville, Ky., “The
data and metrics we see on her are unlike
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what I’ve seen in a long time.”
To Davis’ point, Rodrigo is the first artist
to post at least four Pop Airplay top 10s
from a debut album since Lady Gaga, also
promoted to radio by Interscope Records,
tallied four from The Fame in 2009.
Here’s a look at the acts that have logged
such impressive rookie radio runs, all earning four or more Pop Airplay top 10s from
a debut U.S. album, dating to the chart’s
start in October 1992. Best of all, all but one
artist on the list prior to Rodrigo added at
least one further top 10 after their breakthrough sets, led by Justin Timberlake, who
has since upped his total to 18. Christina
Aguilera and Gaga follow with 14 and 13,
respectively. (As for the one act below yet to
return to the top 10 following her debut solo
set? Fergie still made six subsequent trips
to the tier as a member of The Black Eyed
Peas.)
Ace of Base, The Sign
“All That She Wants” (No. 1, nine weeks, beginning October 1993), “The Sign” (No. 1, a
record 14 weeks, beginning February 1994),
“Don’t Turn Around” (No. 1, six weeks, beginning July 1994), “Living in Danger” (No.
7, November 1994); five career top 10s
Hootie & The Blowfish, Cracked Rear
View
“Hold My Hand” (No. 2, March 1995), “Let
Her Cry” (No. 2, June 1995), “Only Wanna
Be With You” (No. 1, two weeks, October
1995), “Time” (No. 5, February 1996); five
career top 10s
Alanis Morissette, Jagged Little Pill
“You Oughta Know” (No. 7, October 1995),
“Hand in My Pocket” (No. 4, December
1995), “Ironic” (No. 1, seven weeks, beginning March 1996), “You Learn” (No. 1, seven
weeks, beginning July 1996), “Head Over
Feet” (No. 1, three weeks, beginning November 1996); seven career top 10s
(Like Jagged Little Pill, Sour has also spun
off an additional entry on the Alternative
Airplay chart not to appear on Pop Airplay.
The former’s “All I Really Want” reached
No. 14 on Alternative Airplay in December
1995, while the latter’s “Brutal” hit No. 29
this June.)
Backstreet Boys, Backstreet Boys
“Quit Playing Games (With My Heart)”
(No. 2, September 1997), “As Long as You

Love Me” (No. 3, February 1998), “I’ll Never
Break Your Heart” (No. 4, October 1998),
“All I Have to Give” (No. 7, March 1999);
nine career top 10s
Matchbox 20, Yourself or Someone Like
You
“Push” (No. 3, October 1997), “3 AM” (No.
2, April 1998), “Real World” (No. 4, August
1998), “Back 2 Good” (No. 8, March 1999);
seven career top 10s
Christina Aguilera, Christina Aguilera
“Genie in a Bottle” (No. 1, four weeks, beginning September 1999), “What a Girl Wants”
(No. 1, two weeks, February 2000), “I Turn
to You” (No. 8, June 2000), “Come On Over
Baby (All I Want Is You” (No. 4, October
2000); 14 career top 10s
Justin Timberlake, Justified
“Like I Love You” (No. 4, November 2002),
“Cry Me a River” (No. 3, February 2003),
“Rock Your Body” (No. 1, four weeks, beginning May 2003), “Señorita” (No. 5, September 2003); 18 career top 10s
Gwen Stefani, Love. Angel. Music. Baby.
“Rich Girl,” feat. Eve (No. 4, March 2005),
“Hollaback Girl” (No. 1, six weeks, beginning May 2005), “Cool” (No. 10, September
2005), “Luxurious” (No. 10, December
2005); six career top 10s
Fergie, The Dutchess
“London Bridge” (No. 4, September 2006),
“Fergalicious” (No. 2, January 2007), “Glamorous,” feat. Ludacris (No. 2, May 2007),
“Big Girls Don’t Cry” (No. 1, eight weeks,
beginning July 2007), “Clumsy” (No. 2, February 2008); five career top 10s
(The three acts above translated their
presence at the format in groups into solo
success: Timberlake in *NSYNC, Stefani
in No Doubt and Fergie in The Black Eyed
Peas. *NSYNC came close to making this
list, collecting three top 10s from its selftitled debut set in 1998-99.)
Lady Gaga, The Fame
“Just Dance,” feat. Colby O’Donis (No. 1,
two weeks, January 2009), “Poker Face”
(No. 1, five weeks, beginning April 2009),
“LoveGame” (No. 1, two weeks, beginning
July 2009), “Paparazzi” (No. 1, two weeks,
November 2009); 13 career top 10s
Olivia Rodrigo, Sour
“Drivers License” (No. 1, five weeks, beginning March 2021), “Good 4 U” (No. 1, six

weeks, beginning July 2021), “Deja Vu” (No.
2, August 2021), “Traitor” (No. 10 to-date,
October 2021); four career top 10s

Drake Has Twice
As Many No. 1s As
Anyone Else on
This Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

D

rake successfully laps all competitors in the No. 1 race on Billboard’s Mainstream R&B/
Hip-Hop Airplay chart as “Way
2 Sexy,” featuring Future and Young Thug,
becomes his 40th leader on the list, twice as
many as any other act.
“Sexy” rises two spots from No. 3 to rule
the chart dated Oct. 9. The single advances
with a 17% surge in plays in the week ending
Oct. 3, according to MRC Data, to rank as
the most-played song at the radio format in
the U.S.
With the new champ, Drake achieves his
40th No. 1 on Mainstream R&B/Hip-Hop
Airplay, extending his record for the most
by any artist since the chart began in 1993.
Moreover, he now owns twice as many
as his nearest challenger, Lil Wayne, who
holds 20 chart-toppers. Here’s a look at the
updated leaderboard for the most No. 1s on
Mainstream R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay:
40, Drake
20, Lil Wayne
17, Chris Brown
16, Usher
12, Beyonce
11, R. Kelly
10, Jay-Z
10, Rihanna
For Future, “Sexy” marks the Atlanta rapper’s fourth No. 1 and first since “Mask Off”
in 2017. Young Thug, meanwhile, collects
his fifth leader. He last led alongside Chris
Brown on the six-week champ “Go Crazy”
last year.
“Sexy” also races to the Mainstream R&B/
Hip-Hop Airplay summit in only its fourth
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week on the chart, tying the record for the
fastest ascent of the 21st century. The other
title? A Drake song, of course. The superstar’s “God Plan” also needed four frames to
reach No. 1 in 2018. Before that, no song had
raced to the top slot in four or fewer frames
since Destiny’s Child and “Bills, Bills, Bills”
charged to No. 1 in its fourth week in 1999.
“Way 2 Sexy” is the first single from
Drake’s Certified Lover Boy album. The set,
released in September, spent its first three
weeks at No. 1 on the Billboard 200, with
its first week registering the biggest weekly
album consumption total of 2021.
Elsewhere, “Way 2 Sexy” reigns for a
second week on Rap Airplay, where it
improves 16% in audience in the week ending Oct. 3. It repeats at its No. 2 peak thus
far on R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay, with a 15%
boost to 20.8 million in audience for the
week.
Beyond that, the single also makes waves
in the pop and rhythmic spheres. On Rhythmic Airplay, “Sexy” climbs 6-3 thanks to
a 20% surge in plays in the latest tracking
week. Pop Airplay dividends come through a
29-25 lift and 38% growth in weekly spins.

Shane McAnally
Tops Country
Producers Chart
for First Time,
Thanks to Hits by
Walker Hayes, Old
Dominion & More
BY XANDER ZELLNER

S

hane McAnally rules Billboard’s
Country Producers chart (dated
Oct. 9) for the first time on the
strength of four production credits
on the latest Hot Country Songs chart.
Walker Hayes’ “Fancy Like,” which
McAnally co-produced with Hayes and Joe
Thibodeau, rules Hot Country Songs for a

12th week, with 43.2 million radio airplay
audience impressions (up 34%), 19.5 million
U.S. streams and 19,600 downloads sold, according to MRC Data.
Here’s a look at all four of McAnally’s production credits on Hot Country Songs.
Rank, Artist Billing, Title (co-producers
in addition to McAnally)
No. 1, Walker Hayes, “Fancy Like” (Walker
Hayes, Joe Thibodeau)
No. 8, Old Dominion, “I Was on a Boat That
Day” (Old Dominion)
No. 43, Carly Pearce, “What He Didn’t Do”
(Josh Osborne)
No. 46, Carly Pearce & Ashley McBryde,
“Never Wanted to Be That Girl” (Josh
Osborne)
McAnally also impacts Hot Country Songs
as a songwriter, thanks to “I Was on a Boat
That Day”; “Never Wanted to Be That Girl”;
Kelsea Ballerini’s “Half of My Hometown,”
featuring Kenny Chesney (No. 28); and Sam
Hunt’s “23” (No. 31). McAnally spent two
weeks atop the Country Songwriters chart
in May 2020.
McAnally boasts an impressive history
on Billboard’s charts, as a producer, writer
and artist. He first ranked as an artist and
songwriter in 1999 with his single “Say Anything,” followed by his “Are Your Eyes Still
Blue” later that year.
He first appeared on Hot Country Songs
as a producer in 2013, via Kacey Musgraves’
“Merry Go ‘Round” (No. 14 peak). Since
then, he’s earned 21 top 10s as a producer,
including five No. 1s: Sam Hunt’s “Leave the
Night On” (one week at No. 1, 2014), “House
Party” (six weeks, 2015) and “Take Your
Time” (11 weeks, 2015); Artists of Then,
Now & Forever’s “Forever Country” (two
weeks, 2016); and Hayes’ “Fancy Like” (12
weeks to-date).
McAnally has earned nine No. 1s on Hot
Country Songs as a songwriter: Chesney’s
“Somewhere With You” (three weeks, 2011)
and “Come Over” (two weeks, 2012); Jake
Owen’s “Alone With You” (two weeks, 2012);
The Band Perry’s “Better Dig Two” (two
weeks, 2013); Hunt’s “Leave the Night On,”
“Take Your Time,” and “Body Like a Back
Road” (34 weeks, 2017); “Forever Country”;
and Morgan Wallen’s “7 Summers” (one
week; 2020).

Meanwhile, Josh Jenkins tallies a third
week at No. 1 on Country Songwriters,
thanks to his work on “Fancy Like” and
Jordan Davis’ “Buy Dirt,” featuring Luke
Bryan, at No. 9.
The weekly Country Songwriters and
Country Producers charts are based on total
points accrued by a songwriter and producer, respectively, for each attributed song that
appears on the Hot Country Songs chart.
As with Billboard’s yearly recaps, multiple
writers or producers split points for each
song equally (and the dividing of points will
lead to occasional ties on rankings).
The full Country Songwriters and Country
Producers charts, in addition to the full genre
rankings, can be found on Billboard.com.

Kanye West to
Open Donda
Academy, A K-12
Prep School
BY STARR BOWENBANK

K

anye West is expanding his
empire to include private education. The “Hurricane” rapper
is planning to open a school in
California called the Donda Academy. The
academy is named after West’s tenth studio
album of the same name, Donda, though it
also honors his late mother, Dr. Donda West,
former professor and English department
chair at Chicago State University.
Donda Academy appears to have a
heavy focus on basketball, as four elite
basketball prospects — Zion Cruz, Jahki
Howard, Robert Dillingham, and Jalen
Hooks — have reportedly committed to attending the academy. Billboard has reached
out for comment.
“It’s just one of those things you can’t pass
up,” Hooks said in an interview with Indianapolis Star. “It was more of a family
decision, too. All of us just felt like it was a
chance to reach my full potential and grow
and get ready for the college level.” Howard
posted the news of his transfer to on his
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Instagram account, and wrote, “I will be
moving to California and I will be transferring to Donda academy, I want to THANK
YOU NORCROSS and the whole BLUE
DEVIL FAMILY STILL WILL BE MY
FAMILY. #donda”
The K-12 school will focus on “equipping
students with an education that will last
in the ever-changing world” and plans to
find the “intersection between faith and the
innovation of the future,” per the academy’s
official website, donda.world.
“‘Donda Academy’ prepares students
to become the next generation of leaders,
thinkers and innovators by providing them
with a world-class education that includes a
rigorous core curriculum, and an emphasis
on sustainability, creativity, critical thinking
and problem solving,” the admissions portion of the website reads.
News of West opening up Donda Academy comes two weeks after the rapper was
“eyeing” a plot of land located between
Moorpark and Simi Valley in Los Angeles, according to the Simi Valley Acorn.
The outlet reported that the school would
feature “classrooms, labs, offices, a kitchen,
restrooms, storage, a basketball court and an
open field” for its students to use.
The rapper has dabbled in opening up educational institutions in the past — in October
2020, West posted footage from his Yeezy
Christian Academy to his Twitter account,
which featured its attendees sharing inspirational messages in a video titled, “Dear
Future, I Still Believe in You.”
It is currently unclear when classes
start for Donda Academy, though Yahoo
Sports reports the school is discussing a
possible game against Sierra Canyon School
— where Lebron James’ son, Bronny James,
attends — at the Staples Center for February
2022.

Dolly Parton
and Businesses
Raise $700K For
Tennessee Flood
Relief
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

D

olly Parton and her Smoky
Mountain businesses have raised
$700,000 to help residents
impacted by the catastrophic
flooding in Middle Tennessee. According to
a Wednesday (Oct. 6) news release, Parton
chose United Way of Humphreys County to
receive and distribute the donation at the
suggestion of her friend and fellow country
music legend Loretta Lynn.
A foreman at Lynn’s ranch was among
those who died in the flood.
Parton says she was compelled to help
out after the support the Smokies received
following the 2016 Sevier County wildfires.
“After the Sevier County wildfires in 2016,
Loretta was one of the first who reached out
to offer anything she could,” Parton said in
a statement. “It meant so much to me that
Loretta — and so many folks — were ready
to give in any way they could. This was just
one small way I could help Loretta’s people
for all they did to help my people. I hope
that this money can be put to good use to
help the people of Middle Tennessee with
what they need during their recovery.”
During the Aug. 21 flood, more than 500
homes and 50 businesses were damaged
after up to 17 inches (43 centimeters) of rain
fell in less than 24 hours over the weekend
in the rural community.
According to Parton, the flood relief funds
were raised by donating a portion of ticket
sales from Dollywood and her Pigeon Forge
dinner show properties — Dolly Parton’s
Stampede Dinner Attraction, Pirates Voyage
Dinner & Show and Hatfield & McCoy Dinner Feud — during the Oct. 2-3 weekend.

Jane Lynch Joins
Broadway Revival
of ‘Funny Girl’
BY ABBEY WHITE

J

ane Lynch is joining Beanie Feldstein
in the first Broadway revival of the
1964 Barbra Streisand-led musical Funny Girl.
The five-time Emmy winner will star as
Mrs. Rosie Brice — the adept, supportive
and perceptive mother to Feldstein’s Fanny,
who single-handedly supports rising star
Fanny and her siblings through a real estate
business after separating from her alcoholic
husband.
“The first music I ever learned in my life
was from Funny Girl. My mother was a huge
fan of musicals and especially this one — we
bonded on this musical,” Lynch tells The
Hollywood Reporter. “I knew every breath of
the Broadway cast album before I was like
10 years old. I sang it all over the house. We
were big fans of it.”
Also joining the cast are Tony Award
nominee and Les Misérables star Ramin
Karimloo, who will star opposite Feldstein
as professional gambler Nick Arnstein,
and A Soldier’s Play actor Jared Grimes, who
will play Eddie Ryan, a dancer and friend to
Fanny.
Directed by Tony Award-winning director Michael Mayer (Spring Awakening,
American Idiot), the new production, and
first Broadway revival in 58 years of the
musical that helped make Barbra Streisand
a household name, will run at Broadway’s
August Wilson Theatre. Performances
begin Saturday, March 26, 2022, before the
show officially opens on Sunday, April 24,
2022. Whether it’s coincidental or by design,
that’s the date of Streisand’s 80th birthday.
The show comes nearly a decade after
the Glee and The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel actor made her Broadway debut as Miss
Hannigan in the 2013 Broadway revival
of Annie.
“When I was doing Annie on Broadway,
it just blew my heart and my mind open.
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I just loved it,” Lynch says. “I love being
back onstage and I love being a part of that
community. It’s such a vibrant, wonderful,
long-standing institution.”
She will also step into the shoes of Mrs.
Brice amid Broadway’s reopening season,
an endeavor that was, while not decades, a
pretty lengthy 18 months in the making.
“I live in L.A. but I’ve been in New York
several times since COVID hit and I missed
it. I missed going to a play,” Lynch says. “It’s
really wonderful to see people with their
masks on and they’re vaccinated coming
back into the theaters.”
Lynch tells THR that she got the role
thanks to her agent, who was working on it
behind the scenes and didn’t tell her until “it
was time to talk about doing it,” something
she calls “brilliant.” Once she got the role,
she met with Mayer and producers, where
she says they sang and she was made to feel
welcome.
“I love Michael Mayer. We had a nice
little meeting and he was just wonderful and
welcoming, so I’m really looking forward to
this,” Lynch says.
The Good Fight actor says she “won’t
overthink anything” when it comes to taking
on the memorable character but that the
simple message of the confident and driven
single mother and business mogul — in a
time when there was “a great sense of shame
if you didn’t have a two-parent home” —
remains true decades later.
“In the course of the musical, [Fanny
Brice] doesn’t think she’s pretty, but there is
absolutely not one thought in her head that
stops her from going for what she wants to
do, which is to be the greatest star,” Lynch
says. “That’s the kind of confidence I think
she was born with, but also I think that was
nurtured by her mother.”
Funny Girl charts the rise of real-life
comedian and actress Fanny Brice and her
relationship with professional gambler
Nick Arnstein. Starring Streisand 13 years
after Brice’s death, the original production
received eight Tony Award nominations,
including best musical, before being adapted
in 1968 for the big screen with Streisand
winning a best actress Oscar for the role.
“I think one of the best Broadway
musicals that went to the movies is Funny

Girl,” says Lynch, who helped give an entire
generation a musical education with her onscreen role in Glee. “I watched it as soon as I
heard they were interested in me doing it —
I watched it again for the first time in maybe
25 or 30 years, and it just stands up.”
Produced by Sonia Friedman, Scott
Landis and David Babani, the upcoming production will feature choreography from Ellenore Scott, tap choreography from Ayodele
Casel and scenic design by David Zinn.
The revival’s music is by Tony, Grammy
and Oscar-winner Jule Styne, with lyrics
from Tony nominee and Grammy winner
Bob Merrill. The original book by Tony
nominee Isobel Lennart is being revised by
Tony winner Harvey Fierstein for the new
production.
Funny Girl tickets go on sale beginning
Friday, Oct. 8, at 10 a.m. ET, with an exclusive fan presale beginning at 9 a.m. ET on
Wednesday, Oct. 6, for those who sign up for
the Funny Girl email list at FunnyGirlOnBroadway.com. Those who subscribe before the public on-sale will also be entered
to win a pair of tickets to opening night.
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.
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A WEEKLY NATIONAL
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORT
Source:

WEEKLY UNIT COUNT
Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption
Units

This
Week*

22,273,008,000

19,632,072,000

2,640,936,000

1,681,000

472,000

3,853,000

16,413,000

Last
Week

22,130,309,000

19,497,472,000

2,632,837,000

1,783,000

503,000

3,909,000

16,414,000

Change

0.6%

0.7%

0.3%

-5.7%

-6.1%

-1.4%

-0.0%

This Week
Last Year

20,202,548,000

17,540,941,000

2,661,607,000

2,203,000

685,000

3,990,000

15,310,000

Change

10.2%

11.9%

-0.8%

-23.7%

-31.1%

-3.4%

7.2%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending September 30, 2021. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand.

2020

Change

Total On-Demand
Streams

838,052,015,000

764,454,507,000

9.6%

Audio On-Demand
Streams

730,626,940,000

648,547,549,000

12.7%

Digital Track Sales

154,915,000

184,221,000

-15.9%

Album Sales

75,542,000

69,750,000

8.3%

Albums
Consumption Units

624,057,000

556,783,000

12.1%

50m

45m

43,796,000

2021

YEAR TO DATE
ALBUM SALES BY AGE
51,145,000

YEAR TO DATE

40m

35m

Change

CD Sales

27,620,000

27,175,000

1.6%

Vinyl Sales

28,295,000

15,478,000

82.8%

Digital Sales

19,285,000

26,862,000

-28.2%

Other Sales

342,000

235,000

45.5%

Track Equivalent

15,491,000

18,422,000

-15.9%

Audio On-Demand
Equivalent

533,023,000

468,611,000

13.7%

Album consumption units — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA)
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.

20m

15m

Catalog

2020

25m

25,954,000

2021

Current

ALBUM CONSUMPTION UNITS BY FORMAT

24,397,000

30m

2021

2020

 -6.0%

10m

5m
2021

2020

 16.8%

0
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 10.09.2021

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

OCT.
9
2021

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN

2 WKS

2

DOJA CAT





3

DRAKE

4

JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG

5

DAVE BAYLEY

6

LUKASZ GOTTWALD

7

DAN NIGRO

TIE

7

OLIVIA RODRIGO

TIE

9

ED SHEERAN

TIE

9

JOHNNY MCDAID

11

THE WEEKND

TIE





TIE

12

TIE

12

OSCAR HOLTER

14

OMER FEDI

15

LIL NAS X

16

JOSH JENKINS

17

FRED AGAIN..

18

JUSTIN BIEBER

19

TNTXD

TIE

20

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

20

PEGGY FARINA











JOSH JENKINS

2

ASHLEY GORLEY



3

JONATHAN SINGLETON
CAMERON BARTOLINI

TIE

4

SHANE STEVENS

TIE

4

WALKER HAYES

TIE

7

BRINLEY ADDINGTON

TIE

7

JERRY FLOWERS

9

LUKE COMBS

10

HUNTER PHELPS













DRAKE

3

JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG

4

DOJA CAT

5

TNTXD

6

OZ






12 WKS
#1

TOO DOPE!

TIE

14

ED SHEERAN

TIE

14

FRED AGAIN..



LUKASZ GOTTWALD

TIE

2

THE WEEKND

4

TEMS

5

DRAKE

TIE

6

JUSTIN BIEBER

TIE

6

OKIEMUTE ONIKO

TIE

6

P2J

TIE

6

UZEZI ONIKO

TIE

6

WIZKID




























BLAKE SLATKIN
FINNEAS

24

ALEXANDER 23

25

ROGET CHAHAYED







22
23





#1

1

1 WK

2

DANN HUFF





SHANE MCANALLY



MICHAEL KNOX
JAY JOYCE

TIE

5

JOE THIBODEAU

TIE

5

WALKER HAYES







3
4

7



AARON ESHUIS 

8

PAUL DIGIOVANNI

9

OSCAR CHARLES

10

ROSS COPPERMAN






R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

METRO BOOMIN

5 WKS



2

JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG

3

OZ

TIE

4

TM88

TIE

4

TOO DOPE!

6

DR. LUKE










7

KANYE WEST
NICK LEE

8

TAKE A DAYTRIP

10

TNTXD







8





R&B PRODUCERSTM
1

2









COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM

TIE

TIE



TM88

12



DOJA CAT



12

TIE

TIE

R&B SONGWRITERSTM
1

TIE



2



OZ



YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN

AMBEZZA

11



R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM

LIL BABY

TAKE A DAYTRIP





4

9

10



TIE

10

DAVE BAYLEY

YETI BEATS

COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM



OMER FEDI

9

BILL RAHKO

WALKER HAYES

THE WEEKND

8



21

24

FUTURE

KOZ

20



TIE

7

JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG

7

KANYE WEST

SHANE STEVENS

8

6




19

CAMERON BARTOLINI



METRO BOOMIN

SHANE MCANALLY

24



5



MICHAEL KNOX

24



OSCAR HOLTER

17

TIE

#1

MAX MARTIN

3

18



4 WKS

3

TIE



TIE

1

TIE

16

OZ







JONATHAN SINGLETON

#1



DAN NIGRO

DR. LUKE



LUCIO FABBRI 

22

3 WKS



#1

25 WKS

2



23

1

1











HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM






MAX MARTIN 



#1





DR. LUKE

12 WKS

TIE

2

LEGENDURY BEATZ

TIE

2

P2J

4

CAPELLA GREY

5

D’MILE

6

THE NEPTUNES

7

TRESOR

8

40

9

NOEL CADASTRE

10

JAHAAN SWEET
















The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated October 9, 2021. Rankings are based on
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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DATA FOR WEEK OF 10.09.2021

RAP SONGWRITERSTM
1

TIE
TIE



#1

YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN

3 WKS

2

JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG

3

DRAKE

4


TNTXD 

5

FUTURE

6

OZ

7

J. COLE







TIE





TIE

7

JOYNER LUCAS

9

LIL BABY

10

TAYTAYMADEIT

1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1


#1
2 WKS
#1
2 WKS
#1
2 WKS
#1
2 WKS
#1





TIE



BERNIE TAUPIN

2 WKS



ELTON JOHN



TIE



PETER MAYES

TIE

1

TIE

6

ANDY BAUZA

TIE

6

FARRUKO

TIE

6

FRANK MIAMI

TIE

6

GHETTO

TIE

6

IAMCHINO

TIE

6

JUAN MANUEL GOMEZ

TIE

6

K4G

TIE

6

SHARO TOWERS

TIE

6

VICTOR CARDENAS

SAM LITTLEMORE


















1

DANNYLUX





3

LUIS R CONRIQUEZ

4

EDEN MUNOZ

5

BAD BUNNY

6

EDGAR BARRERA

7

RAUW ALEJANDRO

8

ERIC DUARS

9

J BALVIN

10

HORACIO PALENCIA







AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

OCT.
9
2021



#1

18 WKS



BILLIE EILISH

TIE

2

FINNEAS

TIE

4

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

4

PEGGY FARINA

TIE

6

CHRIS MARTIN

TIE

6

GUY BERRYMAN

TIE

6

TIE

9

TIE

9



TOO DOPE!
OZ

6

KANYE WEST

7

NICK LEE


WILL CHAMPION 
TYLER COLE 
WILLOW 







7

TAKE A DAYTRIP

9

TNTXD

10

TAYTAYMADEIT

1
1





2 WKS
#1







SKRILLEX

2 WKS

#1

TAINY

3

REGARD

4

HVME









5

DJ SNAKE
GHETTO

TIE

6

IAMCHINO

TIE

6

K4G

TIE

6

SHARO TOWERS

TIE

6

VICTOR CARDENAS











LATIN PRODUCERSTM







#1

100 WKS

TAINY



2

OVY ON THE DRUMS

3

MR. NAISGAI

4

LUIS R CONRIQUEZ

5

ISAEL GUTIERREZ

6

EVERT GUTIERREZ

7

SKY ROMPIENDO







8
9

JESUS CASTANEDA

10

EL ZORRO








EDGAR BARRERA 



ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

28 WKS

FINNEAS



TIE

4

TIE

4


LUCIO FABBRI 
BILL RAHKO 
MAX MARTIN 

TIE

4

OSCAR HOLTER

7

ADAM FRIEDMAN

8

TYLER COLE

9

BUTCH VIG

10

GREG KURSTIN

2








3
5

3





6



DAVE BAYLEY

2

TIE

TM88

TIE



ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1

3

1

TAINY





JASON “CHEESE” GOLDBERG



2



METRO BOOMIN

2



LATIN SONGWRITERSTM

2 WKS



#1

5 WKS

DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM
TIE

NICK LITTLEMORE

#1

1
TIE

DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

RAP PRODUCERSTM

DAVE BAYLEY
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ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

23 WKS

DAVE BAYLEY



2

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

2

PEGGY FARINA

TIE

4

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

4

FINNEAS

TIE

6

CHRIS MARTIN

TIE

6

GUY BERRYMAN

TIE

6

WILL CHAMPION

TIE

9

TYLER COLE

TIE

9

WILLOW

TIE







#1

1 WK

TIE

2

DANNY WAGNER

TIE

2

JAKE KISZKA

TIE

2

JOSHUA KISZKA

TIE

2

SAM KISZKA

TIE

6

DAMIANO DAVID

TIE

6

TIE
TIE

MICHAEL POULSEN







AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

TIE

3

BILL RAHKO

TIE

3

MAX MARTIN

TIE

3

OSCAR HOLTER

6

FINNEAS









7

ADAM FRIEDMAN

8

TYLER COLE

9

BUTCH VIG

10

WILLOW









HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

20 WKS

GREG KURSTIN



TIE

2

FABRIZIO FERRAGUZZO

TIE

2

MANESKIN



5

FOO FIGHTERS

6

SCOTT “THE NINJA” STEVENS

7

THE WIZARDZ OF OZ

6


ETHAN TORCHIO 
THOMAS RAGGI 

8

KEVIN CHURKO

6

VICTORIA DE ANGELIS

9

KLAS AHLUND

10

SHAUN MORGAN

TIE

10

JACOB HANSEN

TIE

10

MICHAEL POULSEN


9 WKS
#1



KANYE WEST

2

OJIVOLTA





2

RAUL CUBINA

4

MATTHEW WEST

5

JAHMAL GWIN

6

MIKE DEAN

7

JEFF PARDO

8

JONATHAN SMITH

9

DJ KHALIL

10

MARK HALL

1

OCT.
9
2021

TIE

4





















GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
TIE





1
TIE



DAVE BAYLEY

LUCIO FABBRI


EVIL TWIN 

CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
TIE



#1

8 WKS

2




HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
1

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1













#1

16 WKS

KANYE WEST

2

OJIVOLTA





2

RAUL CUBINA

4

JAHMAL GWIN

5

MIKE DEAN

6

DJ KHALIL






88-KEYS
E. VAX

9

MARK MBOGO

10

DEM JOINTZ

1







#1

13 WKS

KANYE WEST

JONATHAN SMITH



3

OJIVOLTA

4

BOOGZDABEAST

5

MIKE DEAN

6

MARK MILLER

7

DJ KHALIL

8

MICAH KUIPER

9

CHRIS BROWN

10

SEAN COOK



















GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

33 WKS

KANYE WEST



2

OJIVOLTA

3

BOOGZDABEAST

4

MIKE DEAN

8


DJ KHALIL 
KYLE LEE 
RONNY J 
30ROC 

9

DEM JOINTZ

10

E. VAX

7





2

5

7





CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM

6

8



















